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A comprehensive round-up of the latest business news
covering all sectors within the Isle of Man’s diverse and
dynamic business environment.

Expert comment from leading figures within the business
community, on a variety of topical issues across a range
of sectors.

Looking at the people who keep the wheels of
commerce turning on the Island; features, profiles,
achievements and stories with a human dimension.

Who, what, where – a comprehensive appointments
section keeping you abreast of all the movements within
the business community.
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Living a full and productive life is all about finding the right
balance between work and play. Here at B365 we know
the importance of both. Our new lifestyle section will include
regular topics covering travel, motoring, property, health and
leisure.

Living a full and productive life is all about finding the right balance between work and play.
Here at B365 we know the importance of both. Our new lifestyle section covers topics
including travel, motoring, property, health, sport and leisure.
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B365 – bringing a bit of balance into your life!

Exactly what it says on the tin – news snippets, forthcoming
events and information from the business world.
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printing press on carbon balanced paper which is produced at one of the world’s

Business365 evolved from Mannin Group’s highly successful, market leading publication, Money Media.

most environmentally advanced paper mills ensuring it’s ultra clean and friendly to the

The new title embraces and builds on the ethos of its predecessor offering an all-embracing look at all

environment.

sectors of the Isle of Man’s vibrant business community. Business365’s incisive editorial reflects the Isle of
Man’s standing as an international business centre of repute, and its modern, stylish presentation makes
the magazine the first choice for industry leaders and professionals. In keeping with its position as the
Isle of Man’s premier business publication Business365 enjoys an extensive distribution network. The
magazine is delivered by post to all Isle of Man business addresses and is widely available in dispensers

tel:

01624 696565
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mail: enquiries@mannin-group.im

at the airport and the sea terminal in Douglas.
Should you require further copies of the magazine, please call (01624) 696565.

To whom all matters relating to editorial should be addressed. Articles may be submitted for publication at the publisher’s
discretion. All items contained in this publication are the copyright of the publishers and may not be reproduced without
the permission of the publishers. The publishers take no responsibility as to the veracity of statements or claims made by
advertisers or outside contributions.

comments
have your say!

Business365 offers a view on a topic
or issue of the day. You can also log
onto our dedicated website and
express your opinion...

A MINOR SETBACK FOR THE
CHIEF MINISTER

T

he recent setback for the Chief Minister
when the proposed debate of his Island
Plan was rejected by eight members of
the House of Keys, came as a surprise to most
people, though it’s unlikely to do any longterm damage to Mr Cannan’s authority.
The members were unhappy at being given
just a few days to assimilate the contents of
the document, and at what they saw as an
abuse of process.
The ambush was led by the Speaker of the
House of Keys, Juan Watterson. There are
suggestions it might have failed had one
member not pressed the wrong button in the
voting process, and others nipped out for
a comfort break. Whatever the truth of the
matter it’s caused a bit of a stir.
The policy document at the start of any new
government tends to be a glossy collection
of rather grand proclamations of intent, full of
earnest commitments to ‘try’ and achieve a
long wish list of objectives.
They are meticulously analysed by politicians
but probably less so by ordinary members of
the public.
Chief Minister Alf Cannan’s Island Plan is still
to be debated, and in all probability it will find
majority support in the Tynwald Chamber. To
his credit, he took the setback on the chin, In

Chief Minister
Alf Cannan’s
Island Plan
is still to be
debated, and in
all probability it
will find majority
support in
the Tynwald
Chamber.
a statement which followed the sitting, he said:
“I accept the overriding message that they
felt they did not have enough time to read the
plan in the five days since publication.
“Whilst the Speaker said the matter was
not an emergency, Council of Ministers
felt it was of sufficient importance to seek
the suspension of standing orders to allow
for debate in line with our commitments to
Tynwald.

“We will now bring the plan back to Tynwald
as appropriate, but in the meantime we will
get on with the work that this plan seeks to
address. The public expect Government to
deliver and I am keen that this administration
gets on with tackling the critical issues of the
day.”
The Treasury Minister, David Ashcroft, and
Health Minister, Lawrie Hooper, have already
made it clear they are pressing on with their
plans in relation to the Budget and healthcare
respectively.
It’s good to see that there are a number of
‘spirited’ new members of the Keys who are
prepared to stand up to the executive and
call foul when they feel aggrieved about
something. But, what’s really important is that
when the administration’s policies are finally
approved and adopted, that politicians work
together wherever possible to deal with the
many serious issues the Island faces.
Previous Tynwald’s have all been guilty of
devoting too much time to internal squabbles
and procedural minutiae. Let’s hope this new
intake can stay in touch with the people and
focus on the real world outside the confines of
the Tynwald Chamber.
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the Isle of Man’s diverse and dynamic business environment.

CHAMBER SURVEY SHOWS IMPACT OF COVID
ISOLATION RULES ON SMALL BUSINESSES
OVER HALF OF RESPONDENTS HAVE HAD TO CLOSE OR REDUCE HOURS
More than 52% of customer-facing businesses that took part in a Chamber of Commerce survey say
they have had to close, or reduce hours, due to the latest Covid situation causing staff shortages.

B

usinesses that play an important role in the
local economy are also being affected by
significant drops in customer footfall. The
combined impact of those factors is so severe
that over 67% of businesses that responded (141
out of 208) now want to see Covid restrictions
lifted. The survey was carried out by the Island’s
biggest business network in order to see how
customer-facing businesses are coping, and
to assess the impact of last month’s Economic
Recovery Group (ERG) decision to extend
financial support via the Winter Disruption
Scheme.
Chamber carries out regular polls to gather
feedback from across the business community.
The latest one prompted the biggest ever
response to a survey of customer-facing
companies. It covered 10 different sectors. The
results revealed the current level of negative
impact of Covid restrictions, and the strength of
feeling among businesses across the sector.
Chamber CEO Rebecca George thanked all

Here are the other headlines from the
survey:
•

When asked if they had to close or
reduce hours due to staff shortages,
just under 16% had to close, and just
over 36% had to reduce hours.

•

Over 62% of respondents have
seen a drop in sales of at least 25%,
and over 17% saw sales drop by
more than 50% (those figures are
based on a comparison with sales
in the same period in 2020).

•

There are mixed views on how
business owners think their
customers would feel about all
current Covid testing/isolation rules
being lifted. 88 out of the 208 (42%)
who answered this question said
they felt customers would be happy
to see rules lifted; 54 (25%) said that
customers wouldn’t be OK with that;
and there were 66 ‘don’t knows’.

the businesses that took part, and commented:
“The survey provided some really important and
interesting feedback which was fed directly to
the Economic Recovery Group for consideration.
This work has gone a long way towards assisting
Government’s decision to widen the sectors
that are eligible for funding. A new isolation
payment has also been launched to provide
more financial support to people. Customerfacing businesses have started to question
whether the rules regarding LFT reporting can
be relaxed a little to help business owners and
their customers. We are delighted that so many
took the time to share data from over 180 microbusinesses – this meant we could share that
data with ERG the same day, and we know they
took it into account when reviewing the Winter
Disruption Scheme. Chamber will continue to
make sure that the concerns of small businesses
are addressed, including ongoing activity via our
Local Economy Forum.”
You can find the Local Economy Forum on
Facebook, or click here to find out more.
The customer-facing business survey was
carried out from January 4th to 6th with
responses from a total of 226 businesses across
a wide range within the sector, including hair/

Rebecca George, CEO, Isle of Man
Chamber of Commerce.
beauty, motor trade, gyms/fitness, pet care,
hospitality, retail, and food and drink businesses.
The full survey results are here: https://www.
surveymonkey.com/stories/SM-3LW8Q7HQ/

A graphic from the Chamber survey showing responses to the question
‘Have you had to close or reduce hours in your business due to staff
shortages?’

|
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RISING INFLATION IS TOP
CONCERN FOR BRITISH SMALL
BUSINESSES GOING INTO 2022
 As worries about the economy emerge,
nearly three in four small business owners are
concerned about inflation
 Businesses are wary of the impact of this on
their operations, with close to half worried
about increased business costs in 2022

 Only 28% of small businesses expect 2022
turnover to grow this year, and 19% expect
turnover to shrink
 80% of small business owners say they do not
expect to hire new employees in 2022

New analysis by iwoca – one of Europe’s largest small business lenders – has found that small
business owners have concerns about certain business conditions going into 2022.

S

urvey reveals small businesses’ top concerns
going into the New Year

With rising inflation predicted by the Bank of
England, and the threat of rising interest rates
this year, nearly three quarters of small business
owners (71%) cited inflation as their biggest
concern regarding the economy going into
2022.

Top 3 concerns business owners have about the economy in 2022
Inflation

71%

COVID-19 restrictions returning

66%

Political uncertainty

43%

As energy, fuel and raw material prices rise,
almost half of small business owners (46%)
surveyed named increased running costs as a
main concern for their business going into 2022.

expect to hire new employees this year, with only
one in ten (9%) predicting they will hire over the
next 12 months, despite record vacancies across
the economy.

And with the dual impact of Brexit and the
pandemic disrupting global trade routes in the

Optimism among small business owners remains
low, with almost a third (30%) predicting that they

Top 3 concerns business owners have about their businesses in 2022
Increased business running costs

46%

Supply chain issues

25%

Staff illness

24%

past year, a quarter of small business owners
also expressed concern about how supply chain
issues might affect their business.
The threat of further restrictions remains a worry
for small businesses given the tough trading
conditions, with 66% of small business owners
citing additional Covid-19 measures as a key
concern going into the new year.
Small business owners’ attitudes to hiring
As concerns mount over the future of the
economy and its effect on their business, four in
five small business owners say that they do not

will be worse off by the end of 2022. Alongside
this low optimism, only 28% of small businesses
expect 2022 turnover to grow this year, and one
in five (19%) expect turnover to shrink.
Harp Gill, Milton Keynes based
owner of mobile catering
business, The Rub, said: “As
a mobile catering business,
we have been hit hard by the
pandemic over the past two
years. COVID restrictions, and
concerns over the Omicron

About the survey
iwoca conducted an online survey with Panelbase of over 500 small
business owners across the UK between December 09 2021 and
December 14 2021.
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variant over Christmas, have led to a string of
cancellations. Going into the New Year, whilst no
new restrictions are imminent, we have been hit
by short term worries surrounding inflation and
rising business costs. Over the last few months,
supply chain issues and rising costs have meant
we have had to remove certain meats from our
menus including beef and lamb. We hope that
as people see the back of the pandemic and
get out to celebrate their lives, we will return to
normality.”
Seema Desai, iwoca’s Chief Operating Officer,
added: “These results show that small business
owners are concerned about rising inflation
and the subsequent knock-on effect this
will bring. Access to finance can help small
business owners to make the most of growth
opportunities, and that’s why it’s important that
lenders like iwoca continue to support small
businesses
so they
can fulfill
their full
potential.”

LOST
IN THE
WASH
Lee Branston
Ravenscroft Isle of Man Portfolio Manager

E

nvironmental. Social. Governance. I hope by
now that you are fully versed in everything
ESG; after all, every fund house and
investment manager has written about the subject
– even me!
Whilst it is admirable to hear of companies'
endeavours to become more responsible, be it
carbon offsetting, new environmentally friendly
products or investing in local communities, casting
a doubtful eye over the claims might be beneficial.
Now, I am not saying all companies aim to mislead
the consumer, but at the end of the day these
companies exist in a system built to make profits
and have a fundamental aim to maximise returns
for their stakeholders.
Environmentalist Jay Westerveld conceived the
term ‘greenwashing’ in the 80s, to describe the
corporate practice of proclaiming environmental
virtues while misleading consumers on objectives
or activities having negative environmental
impacts. In the 2015 ‘Dieselgate’ scandal, some
car manufacturers reported that their diesel
cars had lower emissions than petrol engines,
and were therefore more environmentally
friendly. They were then exposed by the US
Environmental Protection Agency for using defeat
devices, misleading consumers as to the extent of
the actual environmental impact.
In the investment world, similar practices may
not seem as obvious. Occasionally, businesses
may not wholly meet their ESG commitments.
For example, a company may extoll their internal
efforts – reducing their carbon footprint or
switching to renewable energy – and perhaps run
an ESG mandate, while separately financing large
deals in fossil fuel companies.
It has been surmised that if publicly listed
companies were to stop financing deals of

such magnitude that private funding would be
soon sought, possibly leading to a distinct loss
of transparency, accountability and scrutiny.
Would such capital reallocation ultimately trade
governance for profit and shareholder morality?
In this instance, the large financial companies may
believe that they act as guardian against a worse
alternative – but who watches the watchmen?
This isn’t to say progress isn’t being made, but the
headwinds are still quite significant.

Environmentalist Jay
Westerveld conceived
the term ‘greenwashing’
in the 80s
According to Reuters, more than $650bn flowed
into ESG funds in 2021, accounting for roughly 10%
of global fund assets. This is expected to inflate
further in 2022 as more and more managers
launch funds that they believe will help progress
this great social enlightenment movement that
has gathered momentum over the last few years.
Depending on the underlying views of a particular
manager or ultimate aim of the mandate, some
will be weighted towards governance whilst
others social or environmental. This could lead
to the inclusion of companies and industries that
might not naturally be seen as ESG focused – for
instance, oil companies may score highly on
governance but remain suspect on environmental
issues.
In the ever-expanding universe of ESG focused
funds it is increasingly important as investment
managers to understand what the objective of the
fund is and how it invests. When it comes to fund
research, it may seem, on the face of it, to be a

quagmire of options; thankfully though there are a
range of offerings that go beyond simply slapping
on a label. Through in-depth and well-resourced
research, they seek to invest in companies
working towards making a positive impact on
the world. These can range from companies
directly involved in efforts to help reduce our
intense reliance on finite resources, be it through
reuse and recycling or developing more efficient
processes, to companies aiming to advance the
profiling, diagnosis and treatment of cancer, which
causes in excess of 10 million deaths per year.
Two worthy pursuits, I’m sure you’ll agree.
At Ravenscroft we see transformational change
coming from two investment themes that are
at the heart of our philosophy: healthcare and
technology. With considerable financial backing,
both these themes aim to progress this change.
It would be easy to not look past the mega cap
incumbents – GSK, Pfizer, Microsoft and Google
– and it’s not to say that these names won’t
also be at the forefront of meaningful change,
but there is a huge swathe of companies that
are working towards a future of cleaner energy,
sustainable resources and a healthier standard of
living globally. With continued investment, not just
monetarily but socially, we should be in a much
better position tomorrow than we are today.

www.ravenscroftgroup.com
The value of investments and the income
derived from them may go down as well as
up and investors may not receive back all the
money invested. Any information relating to past
performance of an investment or investment
service is not a guide to future performance and
may not be repeated.
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SUNTERA GLOBAL ENHANCES
CHANNEL ISLANDS’ PRESENCE WITH
ACQUISITION OF NEDGROUP TRUST

Suntera Global is making a key acquisition as it looks to further enhance its presence in the Channel
Islands.

T

he acquisition of specialist fiduciary services provider, Nedgroup
Trust Limited (‘Nedgroup Trust’), which is subject to regulatory
approvals, will strengthen Suntera Global’s offering as well as
extend its reach into an additional tier one jurisdiction in Guernsey.
Nedgroup Trust has a 70 strong team of staff across the Channel Islands,
with 50 of those based in Guernsey, a new jurisdiction for Suntera, and
supports a significant international client base including a substantial
proportion based in South Africa.
Currently owned by Nedbank Private Wealth Limited, Nedgroup Trust
provides a full suite of fiduciary services to high-net worth individuals,
ultra-high-net worth individuals, family offices and owner managed
businesses.
David Hudson, Group CEO of Suntera Global, added: “This acquisition
will strengthen our current service offering, enhance our Channel Islands’
capability and expand our reach to an additional jurisdiction. Nedgroup
Trust combines strong operational expertise with building lasting
relationships and providing a personal, flexible and tailored service –
attributes that align perfectly with our own emphasis on creating a highquality international business established on a strong platform delivering
sustainable, responsible growth. I am delighted to welcome the
Nedgroup Trust team and have no doubt their expertise will contribute
considerably to the capabilities and growth of Suntera Global.”
Managing Director of Nedgroup Trust, Daniel Bisson, commented:
“Over more than 30 years, Nedgroup Trust has instilled its private and
corporate clients with the confidence needed to support their ambitions.
As a well-respected and established Channel Islands based fiduciary
service provider, I am delighted to be taking this next step in our journey,
which means we can offer the consistency of service our clients expect
from our team, but with an enhanced offer as a result of this transaction.

David Hudson, Group CEO, Suntera Global

INFLATION SOARS TO 6 PER CENT
IN DECEMBER
Manx inflation as measured by the Consumer price index stood at 6.0%
for December 2021, up from 4.6% in November 2021.

T

he category 'Transport' remains the largest
contributor to the rate of inflation, providing
a 2.7% increase in the overall 12-month
rate, followed by 'Housing, water, electricity, gas
and other fuels', which caused a 1.1% increase. All
items within the 'Transport' category experienced
an increase in prices. 'Air travel' experienced the
biggest increase in prices (52.2%), followed by
'petrol and oil' (23.8%).
Within 'Housing, water, electricity, gas and other
fuels', 'oils and other fuels' experienced the

8
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biggest increase in prices (62.5%) compared to
same month last year.

GOVERNMENT DEFENDS
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE SCHEME
‘HELPED TO CREATE 284 JOBS IN 2020/21’
The Department for Enterprise offered over £6.7million of financial support to local businesses through
the Financial Assistance Scheme in the 2020/21 financial year, separate to any COVID-19 support,
which helped to create 284 jobs in the Isle of Man.

T

he Enterprise Act 2008 Annual Report for
2020/2021 (Enterprise Act Annual Report)
has now been published on the Register
of Business ahead of March’s Tynwald sitting
and details key results of the funding, training
and advisory support schemes which
are administered by the Department,
focusing specifically on the Financial
Assistance Scheme.

Financial Assistance Scheme
In the last financial year, the Financial Assistance
Scheme (and associated grants) committed
over £6.7million towards starting and growing
businesses in the Isle of Man in the upcoming

During this time, the Enterprise Support team
have processed over 10,000 COVID-19 related
applications and made over 10,500 payments
throughout the pandemic.

In addition to this, the report outlines
key statistics from emergency business
support schemes administered by
the Department which provided vital
financial support to businesses during
difficult trading periods throughout the
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
Dr Alex Allinson MHK, Minister for
Enterprise, told B365: ‘The key
purpose of the Department’s Financial
Assistance Scheme has always been
to create jobs and grow the economy.
This year’s figures are a demonstration
of that ethos in practice, creating over
200 new jobs, which provide economic
benefit to the Island, alongside
protecting over 1,500 existing roles, each of
which contribute to maintaining our strong and
diverse economy.
‘Whilst an investment of over £6.7million is
undoubtedly a large figure, the report indicates
that the return on investment for this funding
will be paid back to the Island within three
years, notwithstanding the additional private
expenditure which is contributed by businesses.
‘Combined, these contributions provide further
investment into our Island and help to establish
long term strategic planning for the Isle of Man’s
future.’

years. This funding created 284 jobs in the
Island, which have been valued to provide
the Island with an exchequer benefit of over
£2.3million per annum.
In addition to this, supporting these businesses
to invest in expanding and enhancing their
operations means the funding protects 1,965
jobs in the Island, which when combined
contribute over £26million in protected tax
contributions each year.
Furthermore, the support provided through the
Financial Assistance Scheme has helped to
stimulate over £12.7million of private investment
which has been contributed back into the local
economy.
COVID-19 Pandemic Response
The 2020/21 Enterprise Act Annual Report also
outlines the financial support which has been
administered by the Department for Enterprise
as part of the Isle of Man’s COVID-19 response.
From March 2020 to November 2021 the
Department for Enterprise administered over
£26.9million of financial assistance through
COVID-19 business support measures spread
across 15 support schemes and funding rounds.

Additional Economic Stimulus Schemes
In addition to this in the 2020/21 Financial Year,
the Department for Enterprise’s Micro Business
Grant Scheme trained 211 individuals through
their training programme, administering grants
to 122 local entrepreneurs to a value of over
£650,000.
The Minister concluded:
‘Ensuring businesses which choose to set up,
expand or relocate to the Island are supported
and encouraged to continue to create jobs and
invest in our Island helps us to remain a secure,
vibrant and sustainable destination where
businesses thrive and there are a range of
opportunities available for all residents.’
Each year the Enterprise Act Annual Report
details the provision of assistance which has
been provided to businesses through the
Financial Assistance Scheme and also includes
wider statistics on the other financial support
schemes the Department administers.
A copy of the previous annual reports, including
2020/21 can be found by visiting: https://www.
iomdfenterprise.im/enterprise-act-2008annual-reports/

|
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AVIAN INFLUENZA CASE CONFIRMED IN
ISLAND GEESE
A case of avian influenza has been confirmed in the Isle of Man.

I

t is the first time the H5N1 virus, which is highly
contagious amongst birds but not people, has
been recorded on the Island. However, the UK
is currently facing its largest ever outbreak, which
has led to thousands of farmed birds being
culled since November.
The Department of Environment, Food and
Agriculture (DEFA) responded on Friday after a
bird keeper in Sulby found 11 of his geese dead
near a pond on his property.
Samples were taken and sent to the UK for
analysis, which have confirmed the geese died
from the H5N1 strain.
In view of this, a ‘Protection Zone’ of 1 km (0.6
miles) has been introduced around the affected
site, in which keepers must house their birds and
must not move them off their property.
An all-Island ‘Surveillance Zone’ has also been
introduced and all bird keepers are being

advised to house their poultry, practice good
biosecurity, and disinfect boots and equipment
regularly.
Information regarding the restrictions that have
been put in place today by the Department,
along with a map that clearly shows the
Protection zone can be found online.
Chief Veterinary Officer, Amy Beckett, said: ‘Due
to this positive case we are asking all owners on
Island to house their flocks and asking the public
not to touch ill or dead birds as a precaution.’
‘Although this virus can spread quickly amongst
birds the risk to the public is very low and wellcooked eggs and poultry remain safe to eat.’
Jacqui Dunn Head of Health Protection with
Public Health said: ‘This is an infectious virus
which spreads among birds, but it is very unusual
for humans to be affected. However, we are
issuing the precautionary advice as it is possible

for humans to catch the virus through close
contact with an infected bird, dead or alive.
'We do want to reassure residents that the risk
of their catching the disease is low and ask that
people follow the advice.’
There are more than 20 clinical signs indicating
that a bird could be suffering with avian influenza
including lethargy, unresponsiveness and a loss
of balance.
A second outbreak was discovered in feral
chickens in Sulby, Remaining birds have since
been culled.
More information can be found on the DEFA
website and anyone who suspects a case, or
has in their possession a bird or carcass that
they suspect has the disease, should contact the
Animal Heath Team by emailing agriculture@gov.
im or calling 01624 685844.

Did you know that Douglas Rugby Club offers kid’s noncontact Tag Rugby sessions (3-8 year olds) every Sunday
at 1pm? For the older age groups (Youth and Junior), we
also offer contact rugby sessions too!
Our Minis sessions are open to 3 year olds and upwards – a
great fun way to introduce kids to the sport of rugby in a
safe, fun environment, with qualiﬁed coaches.
We welcome all levels and abilities – just pop down to a
Douglas Rugby session at Port-E-Chee (next to the QB)
any Sunday at 1pm – there is no charge for the ﬁrst few
taster sessions!
We look forward to seeing you at one of our sessions in
2022!

Contact us at juniors@douglasrufc.com and
follow us on Facebook @Douglasrugbyclub
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HSBC GLOBAL RESEARCH PLACES JERSEY
AND ISLE OF MAN IN TOP TEN LOCATIONS
FOR SUPPORTING EXPAT CAREER
PROGRESSION AND PROFESSIONAL GOALS
An annual global survey of over 20,000 people has revealed the top locations for expats to accelerate
their careers and achieve their professional goals, with Jersey and the Isle of Man featuring in the top
ten locations for, respectively, career progression and starting a new

O

verall, HSBC’s 14th annual Expat
Explorer study indicates that expats are
feeling optimistic about their careers
overseas. Many still aspire to relocate abroad
for work, and the pandemic hasn’t changed their
ambition - 8 in 10 expats (80%) say they intend to
continue living in their host location for the next
year at least, with only 7% planning to move back
home.
A third (33%) of expats, meanwhile, are now
optimistic about living in their host location
for the next 12 months because of the career
opportunities available to them and the same
amount (33%) would recommend moving abroad
in the next year to increase earnings.
In terms of career progression, expats identified
the following as the top ten locations, with Jersey
placing joint-fourth:
1.
2.
3.
=3
4.
=4
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Hong Kong
Singapore
Mainland China
USA
Jersey
UAE
India
Vietnam
Qatar
UK
Poland
Switzerland

Meanwhile, the study also places the Isle of
Man in the top ten locations for setting up a
new business, with almost a fifth of expats (19%)

saying that living in their new host location will
help them start/develop a new business. The top
locations for entrepreneurial expats to start their
own business are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
=7
8.
=8
9.
10.
=10

Indonesia
South Africa
Bahrain
Vietnam
Taiwan
Philippines
Mexico
UAE
Isle of Man
Mainland China
Russia
Japan
Turkey

Other key findings from the survey include that:
•

Many expats are prioritising their wellbeing
and balanced working approaches - such
as flexible working (68%) and shared
parental leave (50%). This compares
against traditional factors such as improved
earnings (23%) and promotions (25%).

•

Nearly 7 in 10 (68%) expats see flexible
working as an important factor when
thinking about their host location. Expats
located in Jersey (85%) feel that flexible
working is one of their most important
benefits.

Cameron Senior, Interim Head of HSBC Expat,
said: “As the world begins to open up, our
study highlights how global mobility has not

diminished - with borders reopening in several
locations, expats are looking forward to exciting
opportunities in the year ahead, so they can
continue exploring and accelerating their
careers.
“With the new year often representing a time for
setting new life and professional goals, these
findings underline the high esteem with which
the Isle of Man and Jersey are held by expats
and reinforce their reputation on the global stage
as locations for supporting expats.”
At the end of last year, HSBC’s Expat Explorer
survey found that overall, Guernsey, Jersey and
the Isle of Man ranked in the top ten locations
globally for expats to live and work, with
Guernsey in 5th, Jersey in 6th and the Isle of
Man in 7th.

For more information about the
findings, visit: www.expat.hsbc.com/
expat-explorer-results/.
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RECORD NUMBER OF CFOs
PRIORITISING INVESTMENT
 UK CFOs focused on business expansion in
2022
 Record* number of CFOs say increasing capital
investment is a strong priority for their business
in the year ahead
 Overwhelming majority of CFOs expect greater
investment in digital technology and workforce
skills over the next three years

 Despite rising inflation and the emergence of
the Omicron variant, CFO risk appetite has
nudged higher
 CFOs expect productivity to grow faster in the
next three years, than in the years before the
pandemic

Finance leaders are focused on growth, with a record 37% rating an increase in capital investment as a
strong priority for their business in the next 12 months, according to Deloitte’s UK CFO Survey Q4 2021.

E

xpansionary strategies, including
introducing new products and services,
expanding into new markets and raising
investment are a greater focus now than at any
time since the question was first asked in 2009.
CFOs cite growth in demand at home and
abroad, and the climate transition as the main
drivers of investment. On the type of investment,
an overwhelming majority of CFOs expect to
invest more in digital technology (94%) and
workforce skills (77%) over the next three years,
than in the years before than pandemic. Also,
most CFOs (84%) expect productivity to grow
faster in the next three years, than in the years
before the pandemic.
Conducted between 1 and 14 December 2021,
Deloitte’s latest quarterly CFO Survey captured
sentiment amongst the UK’s largest businesses,
against a backdrop of the emergence of the
Omicron variant, the government triggering its
‘Plan B’ restrictions and rising inflation. The latest
survey saw 85 CFOs participate, including CFOs
of 21 FTSE 100 and 29 FTSE 250 companies.
The combined market value of the 60 UK-listed
companies that participated is £493 billion,
approximately 19% of the UK quoted equity
market.
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Recovery and risk outlook
CFOs rate persistent labour shortages, the
pandemic, climate change and higher inflation
respectively as the top risks facing their
businesses. Compared to this time last year,
CFOs have reduced their risk rating for the
COVID-19 pandemic. By contrast, labour and
supply shortages have emerged as significant
short-term risks over the last year, resulting in a
higher risk rating for inflation.
In terms of recovery of demand for their own
businesses’ products and services, 59% of CFOs
state that it already returned to pre-pandemic
levels at the end of 2021. Around a quarter (27%)
expect demand to return in Q3 2022 or later,
consistent with findings from the previous edition
of the survey.
Ian Stewart, chief economist at Deloitte, says:
“Like equity markets, which rallied into the new
year, CFOs seem to be looking past Omicron
and plan to focus their businesses on growth in
2022.
“It is a measure both of the remarkable snapback in activity from the pandemic and the scale
of the challenge today that CFOs rate labour
shortages as the greatest risk to business. This
is ahead of even the pandemic, in second place.

Strikingly, the worries that dominated the risk list
in recent years - above all Brexit and weak global
growth - have dropped sharply down the risk
rankings.”
Labour market and supply chains
Almost half of the CFOs surveyed (46%) reported
that their businesses have faced significant or
severe recruitment difficulties over the last three
months. Things are expected to improve in
2022, with 24% of CFOs expecting significant or
severe recruitment difficulties in a year’s time.
There has been an uptick in the proportion of
CFOs (37%) reporting that their businesses have
experienced significant or severe supply chain
disruption over the past three months, compared
to the previous edition of the survey (28%). They
expect some easing of constraints, with one
in five CFOs (19%) anticipating similar levels of
disruption in one year’s time.
Richard Houston, senior partner and CEO of
Deloitte, comments: “CFOs are going into 2022
with their sights set on expansion. Investment
in technology and skills are key priorities for
business as they seek to grow, innovate and
build resilience.”

MOUNTAIN ROAD CLOSURES TO ENABLE
IMPROVEMENTS AHEAD OF TT 2022
Improvement works on the Mountain Road will begin this month (Feb) and run for six weeks in
preparation for the 2022 Isle of Man TT.

M

ajor works will be taking place at Stella
Maris, below Ramsey Hairpin, to fully
reconstruct the highway and footpath.
The only practicable way to facilitate these
significant works is to close the road entirely
at this point for the six week duration of the
works, as the width of the road means traffic
control measures are unsuitable.
Other works have been scheduled to take
place at the same time, to reduce overall
disruption, including line painting, surface
repairs, verge maintenance and the installation
of TT signage over the length of the Mountain
Road.
Much of the work was due to be undertaken
during 2021, but was postponed following
consultation with businesses, stakeholders and
feedback from the public.
The project cannot be started any later in the
year as the road surface and lining must have
sufficient time to weather before TT 2022.The

six-week window takes into account the risk of
poor weather and fewer hours of daylight, and
will avoid the need for any additional closures

The six-week schedule will
require the following road
closures:
•

•

Monday 28 February, to no
later than Friday 15 April: full
closure between Ramsey
and the Bungalow.
Monday 4 April, to no
later than Friday 15 April:
daytime closures to facilitate
commuter traffic, closures
will be from 9.15am to 4pm
Monday to Friday, between
the Bungalow and Creg-nyBaa.

for planned works over the summer period.
Infrastructure Minister Tim Crookall MHK said:
‘These works are necessary to ensure the
highway continues to be fit for purpose. The
work is also necessary to ensure that this year’s
TT races can go ahead. The feedback from
the public has been invaluable in identifying a
schedule that reduces disruption for residents
and businesses by completing a range of
different jobs at the same time.’
Access will be retained at all times to Snaefell
and the Victory Café via Tholt-y-Will Road (for
the duration of the works) and via Hillberry
(except during the April closures).
Access to the Creg-Ny-Baa Hotel from Douglas
via Hillberry and the Creg Ny Baa Back Road
will be unaffected. It will also be accessible
from the Tholt Y Will/Bungalow route (except
during the April Closures).

Savings
growth which
is clearly
better
Skipton International offers attractive savings
accounts and is committed to providing
award-winning customer service. If you want
your savings to grow faster, switch to Skipton.
call us

01481 730730
or visit

skiptoninternational.com

Skipton International Limited (Skipton) is licensed by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission and is registered in Guernsey: 30112. Skipton is a wholly owned subsidiary of Skipton Building
Society. Skipton is licensed under the Banking Supervision (Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law, 2020, as amended. Skipton is a participant in the Guernsey Banking Deposit Compensation Scheme. The
Scheme offers protection for ‘qualifying deposits’ up to £50,000, subject to certain limitations. The maximum total amount of compensation is capped at £100,000,000 in any 5 year period. Full
details are available on the Scheme’s website www.dcs.gg or on request. Skipton is not licensed by the Isle of Man (IOM) Financial Services Authority and deposits made with Skipton are not
covered by the IOM Depositors Compensation Scheme. To help maintain service and quality, telephone calls may be recorded and monitored.
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Expert comment from leading figures within the business community, on a variety of
topical issues across a range of sectors.

A NEW RECOMMENDATION
SYSTEM
BY CHARLOTTE CUNNINGHAM, TRAINEE INVESTMENT
MANAGER, FIM CAPITAL

If I were to ask you what percentage of people make their investment decisions from information they
have seen on social media, what would you think? Possibly 5-10%? As technologies advance, we are
shifting towards a more digital lifestyle.

I

n recent years, social media has become more
evident in its influence over our day-to-day
lives, including the investment choices we
make. Now with approximately 30% of retail
investors obtaining their investment information
from social media, this trend has been
increasing in recent years, only to be amplified
over the past 18 months by the side-effects of a
global pandemic.
As social media has provided a digitalised
investing environment, it has offered investors
quicker, more efficient ways to access a
variety of information that, ten years ago,
wouldn't have been possible. Now more
than ever, with the internet at our fingertips,
it has meant that vast amounts of information
are available, aiding increased transparency
and efficiencies in markets, with daily stock
and market discussions in public forums
contributing to economic growth, as capital
allocation improves. The rise of low-cost
trading fintech apps such as eToro has given
many retail investors, with small amounts of
surplus cash, the opportunity to participate by
investing in stock markets, something which
would not have been possible in previous years,
unless you had significant savings. Investing via
these apps only grew exponentially during the
pandemic, with disposable incomes increasing
as lockdown restrictions halted our normal daily
spending patterns.
For younger generations, growing up with these
technologies, trading apps and social media are
here to stay, as they begin to save and invest.
Over half of Generation Z and Millennials seek
financial advice online with discourse on social
platforms like TikTok, Instagram and Facebook
increasingly affecting personal decisions.
Many of these platforms do not regulate the
advertisements provided to users, being
widely suspected of providing disinformation
and manipulating human behaviour. Fake
investment firms began to capitalise on this lack
of regulation alongside a shift towards the digital
lifestyle, as false advertising skyrocketed during
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the pandemic, losses from which doubled from
£55.2 million in the first half of 2020 to £107.7
million in the same period a year on.
Based on recommendation systems, these
applications suggest more of what the user
already reads and watches, making it simpler for
influencers, with limited investment knowledge,
to share their opinions. As such, inexperienced
investors risk following the herd – behaving as
they believe others are behaving – showcased

Over half of Generation
Z and Millennials seek
financial advice online
with discourse on
social platforms like
TikTok, Instagram and
Facebook increasingly
affecting personal
decisions
by the meme stock frenzy of January last
year. From the start of 2021 to its highest
valuation point, GameStop saw a 2,442% share
price increase in just three weeks, as bullish
sentiment, generated by retail investors with the
fear of missing out, fuelled further gains.
Nowadays many investors, both young and old,
are buying for the short-term. They focus only
on the upside of their investment choices rather
than seeing the whole picture - the risks they
face on the downside. The lack of regulation
across social media platforms has only affirmed
these views with day-trading now commonplace,
however the tables might be turning on this
short-term cynicism, as tech giants look to crack
down on adverts for financial scams, refusing
advertisements for financial companies which
aren’t registered with the City regulator.
Although social media has a reputation of

Charlotte Cunningham, Trainee
Investment Manager, FIM Capital
providing disinformation to its users, not all
data provided by platforms is incorrect. As with
anything advertised online today, it takes further
research to find the truth in any set of data and
this is equally relevant to investing also. To
make well-informed investment choices, further
research on any information provided by social
media is a must. As noted above, algorithms on
these platforms provide you with more of the
same, reaffirming your existing opinions.
Rather than continuing to take advice from
anonymous handles or influencers with limited
credentials, who are most likely reciting
information they have read somewhere else,
instead try following more reputable sources,
with credible experience, which can better
educate you about your personal finances and
investing in the stock market. By following these
disciplines, you are likely to generate greater
returns in the long-term. As the great Warren
Buffet once said ‘The best investment you can
make, is an investment in yourself… The more
you learn, the more you’ll earn.

INVESTOR’S
DIARY
BY PETER SHARKEY

THE ENERGY TRANSITION
– BUT WHAT DO WE DO IN
THE MEANTIME?
Considering his monumental business achievements, willingness to take commercial risks, colourful
family history and role as a generous patron of the arts, it seems incredible that no door-stopping
biography of William Knox D’Arcy exists. Almost 30 years ago, Margaret Carnegie wrote a condensed
profile of less than 60 pages, though this hardly befits a man whose entrepreneurial spirit outshone
even his modern-day peers.

B

orn in 1849, D’Arcy was the only son of an
Irish solicitor whose legal practice went
bust when young William was aged just
16. The bankruptcy forced the D’Arcy family to
emigrate, to Australia, where they settled at
Rockhampton, Queensland, about 370 miles
north of Brisbane.

a 60-year concession to search for oil over an
area of almost 500,000 square miles. In return,
he agreed to pay the Iranian government
£20,000 in cash, £20,000 in stocks, plus 16% of
the annual profits.

D’Arcy died at Stanmore Hall in May
1917 of broncho-pneumonia. He was 67.
His immense contribution to Britain’s
standard of living and way of life,
as well as the impact he had on the
Middle East, has never been properly
acknowledged despite us enjoying
more than a century of oil production.

Here, Knox D’Arcy junior qualified as
a solicitor and worked for his father
before establishing his own legal
practice, simultaneously dabbling in
land and gold stocks.
In 1882, Fred, Edwin and Thomas
Morgan applied for a gold
prospecting licence to dig at
Ironstone Mountain, 20 miles south
of Rockhampton, but while a small quantity of
gold was discovered, the brothers soon ran out
of cash. Approaching D’Arcy for fresh funds, he
grabbed the opportunity with both hands and
quickly raised the capital the brothers required.
By 1886, he had made his first million after
gold was discovered in significant quantities,
enabling him to sell his legal practice and return
to England.
Seven years later, he encountered another
reverse when the Queensland National Bank
was declared bankrupt, resulting in enormous
personal and business losses. The value of
his Australian gold mining shares had also
collapsed, forcing him to hunt around for other
opportunities, a search that would take until the
turn of the century.
In 1900, D’Arcy was approached by the former
British ambassador to Tehran, who explained
the details of an unfunded plan to explore for oil
in Persia.
D’Arcy agreed to bankroll the project and
dispatched an envoy to Tehran who obtained

nationalisation, mergers and takeovers, in 1954
D'Arcy's company, which started life as a small
subsidiary of Burmah Oil, was renamed The
British Petroleum Company; it became BP plc
in 2001.

For almost five years, the oil drilling project
haemorrhaged money and by 1905,
overwhelmed by debt, D’Arcy began searching
for a well-heeled partner. However, it wasn’t
until 1908 that the British-owned Burmah Oil
Company took an interest, making an offer
backed by the British Government.
D’Arcy quickly agreed to the deal which
reimbursed his expenses and gave him 170,000
Burmah Oil shares. He could also retain own
whatever oil he found in Iran and pay the
government 16% of any profits he made.
Just six days after new contract was drawn up,
oil was struck; remarkably, the strike opened
the (then) largest oil field ever discovered and
D’Arcy became sole owner of an ocean of crude
that lay beneath Iran's soil.
A new company, the Anglo-Persian Oil Company
(AOPC), of which D’Arcy was part-owner and
director, finally started producing black gold in
1913; for the next half century, AOPC’s oil refinery
was the world’s largest.
Following a succession of name changes,

And ‘enjoy’ is the word. In among the
huge volume of hot air expounded
about ‘energy transition’ is one
significant and undeniable fact: namely that
the transition is unlikely to take less than 4050 years; and that assumes everything goes
according to plan.
What do we do in the meantime?
For the time being, it appears there is only one
alternative: we must continue to use fossil fuels
because they’re dependable, comparatively
inexpensive and capable of operating via wellestablished infrastructure. From an investors’
perspective, therefore, this would suggest that
companies such as BP and Shell will remain
attractive for the foreseeable future .
BP’s dividend (4.5%) is slightly more generous
than Shell’s 3.6% and both have enjoyed
significant increases in value over the past 12
months: BP has risen by 25%; Shell by 21%. It
is unlikely that similar levels of growth will be
maintained during 2022, but the pair’s dividends
look safe and, ironically, as the UK’s ‘energy
transition’ gets under way, demand for each
company’s principle product should remain
strong.
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THE MOST IMPORTANT
THING ABOUT ANY CRISIS
IS RECOGNISING IT
M

BY ROBERT HEWITT, MB BS,
PHD, BIOSAMPLE HUB

ore often than not, there needs to be
a key event (or series of events) to
shine a light on a situation so that we
can see that we are facing a crisis. There are
times when a situation is screaming for urgent
action, but we fail to see it. The field of medical
research has its share of such crises, and
here are two examples: one that has resulted
in some positive changes, and one needing
greater attention.
Biobanking
The field of biobanking has been shaped by a
number of crises. One of the most noteworthy
was the UK organ retention scandal of 1999
(Bauchner & Vinci, 2001). The problem came to
light because a bereaved mother investigating
the death of her child, demanded a copy of
her medical records. Here she found a letter
revealing the fact her child’s heart had been
removed at autopsy and retained without
permission (The Guardian, 2003).
From the public inquiry that followed, it emerged
that it was common practice in many hospitals
for pathologists performing autopsies on
infants to retain whole organs like the brain and
heart for education and research purposes,
without having the informed consent of the
parents. When this information was publicised
in the news media, parents who had already
suffered a bereavement came to learn that
their child’s organs had been retained without
their knowledge. This resulted in a huge public
outcry; it became obvious that major cultural
change was necessary.
The report of the Royal Liverpool Children’s
inquiry, published in January 2001, made many
recommendations including amendment of
national law to clarify the fact that informed
consent is required for organ retention at
autopsy. In response to these and other
recommendations, the Human Tissue Act of
2004 came into force. In addition, a regulatory
body called the Human Tissue Authority (HTA)
was set up in 2005. Its aim is to ensure that
organisations follow legal requirements and so it
promotes understanding of these requirements
through codes of practice and other guidance.
Biosamples
Biotech companies play a vital role in medical
research. But three years ago, the annual report
of a UK agency called Medicines Discovery
Catapult (MDC) came up with a disturbing
finding: 80% of small to medium sized biotechs
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found accessing samples from the National
Health Service unexpectedly difficult with the
result that 75% imported samples from abroad
(SODN, 2018).
We need to recognise this as a crisis.
The UK has over 150 hospital-associated
biobanks so there is no shortage of samples.
The problem here is quite simply a failure to
share samples with biotech companies. This
is partly because public sector biobanks are
established by hospitals and universities to
support research in academic centres rather
than industry. This is not just a UK issue, it is
global.

The UK has over 150
hospital-associated
biobanks so there is no
shortage of samples. The
problem here is quite
simply a failure to share
samples with biotech
companies.
It is well-known that biotech companies around
the world rely mainly on commercial tissue
brokers to obtain clinical samples. Commercial
brokers serve a valuable purpose in that they
provide biotech companies with vital clinical
samples for their research. However, in general
brokers have the disadvantage that for business
reasons they will not reveal the source of
their samples, because to do so would risk
circumvention and loss of income. This obviously
means that their clients will tend to lack reliable
provenance information on the samples they
receive. This poses a serious problem for
manufacturers of medical devices who must use
samples with reliable provenance information to
validate their devices in order to be compliant
with the new European IVDR regulations.
There seem to be two main ways in which we
can respond to this sharing crisis, and both
require cultural change.
The first is that we embrace the
commercialisation of biosample procurement.
This would mean that hospitals in Western
Europe put aside ethical concerns and supply
samples to commercial brokers, who in turn
provide samples to biotech companies. This

About the author
Robert Hewitt, MB BS, PhD, is the founder
of Biosample Hub, a new platform that
connects Biotech companies looking for
samples, with Biobanks that have ethically
sourced samples available.
Web:
LinkedIn:
Twitter:

www.biosamplehub.org
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
hewittr/
https://twitter.com/rhbio

would reduce the need for brokers to source
samples from other less developed parts of the
world.
The second is that public sector biobanks, or
rather their management committees, accept
it as their responsibility to share samples with
biotech companies. This would be the ideal,
because biotech companies must have access
to high quality samples with reliable provenance
information.
The good news is that once a crisis is
recognised, it can be a powerful accelerator of
change. We can see this in changes in attitudes
to video conferencing, online education and
working from home brought about by the
pandemic. We had all the tools for years, we just
needed a push to see the value in them. The
trick with all crises is recognising the push.

BOWIE: YEARS AHEAD OF HIS TIME
Such was his unique ability to re-invent his on-stage persona while creating specific musical
genres that David Bowie, who died of liver cancer in 2016, was often referred to as a pop
music chameleon. BY PETER SHARKEY

Y

et there was significantly more than pop
music to the artist born David Jones as
he proved in 1997 with the launch of
‘Bowie Bonds’ which securitised his American
royalties, turning them into a considerable
financial asset, raising £40 million in the process.
Bowie also foresaw radical changes in the music
industry, noting in an interview with The New
York Times in 2002 that the advent of streaming
services would effectively turn music into a utility
“like running water or electricity.” He issued a
warning to performers that as a consequence,
they “had better be prepared for a lot of touring
because that’s really the only unique situation
that is going to be left.”
With hindsight, it’s evident that Bowie’s prescient
observations also highlighted the long-term
value of performers’ back catalogues. Following
an offer of $200 million (£146 million) for his back
catalogue in November, it appears that once
again, he was ahead of the curve.
The value of coveted back catalogues of songs
has soared over the past few years, gradually
developing into a burgeoning alternative asset
class. The problem for would-be investors who
would like to own a share of a hit song and
receive a proportion of the royalties it produces
is that up until relatively recently, there have
been no objective comparables which enables
investors to compare like-with-like. Such
uncertainty justifies caution, even though the
music royalty business has caught the eye as a
source of seemingly reliable income.

more than 100 years of copyright protected
revenue.”
Hipgnosis also acknowledges possible future
developments in the way we consume music,
the “growing value of entertainment markets,”
for instance, plus the “recognition of the real
asset value of intellectual property rights.”
The company’s share price may have crept up
slowly since January, but it will distribute a 4.1%
dividend (paid quarterly) during the year ending
March 2022; the dividend payout is 5% higher
than 2020.
Interest in the music copyright industry
has seen the arrival of two prospective
competitors to Hipgnosis. In November
2020, the Round
Royalty Music Fund
(RHM) arrived on
the scene and
more recently,
Universal
Music came
to the
market.

Universal Music (UMG), spun off from French
media giant Vivendi, listed on the Amsterdam
Euronext market in September. It is the world’s
largest record company, enjoying a market
share of more than 30%; significantly, UMG
owns the rights to the Beatles back catalogue,
estimated to be worth considerably more than
the $300 million the company paid to Bob
Dylan.
The company invests heavily in its local
operations globally, allowing it to tailor its
approach to different markets. It’s a strategy that
has proved particularly effective: two-thirds of
sales are generated from home-grown artists in
their own country.

Hill

A lengthy list of rock legends have already
secured millions by selling their back
catalogues. Last year, Bob Dylan struck a $300
million deal with Universal Music; in January
2021, Neil Young was paid $150 million by
Hipgnosis and in April, Paul Simon collected
$250 million from Sony.

RHM has
been busy
over the past
12 months,
securing more
than 118,000
compositions and
39 back catalogues.
The company’s website
provides details of the type of
music it has acquired, topped by rock music
which accounts for 41% of its portfolio. Between
them, the vintage decades of the 1960s and
70s account for a third (35%) of RHM’s music
assets, while almost one quarter (24%) is music
produced during the 2010s.

Launched in 2018, Hipgnosis is a Guernseybased investment company listed on the
London stock exchange; it invests in a diverse
portfolio of song catalogues and collects income
generated across a variety of sources from the
ongoing exploitation of copyrights. Copyright
security is pivotal to the company’s success and
it maintains that “On average, our songs have

RHM remains a loss-making business: pre-tax
losses totalled $2.2 million in the shortened
accounting period to the end of June 2021,
but it has invested $ 342 million acquiring back
catalogues and, perhaps significantly, buying
29.1% of RH Carlin Holdings LLC, owners of the
Carlin Music catalogue, which includes songs by
Elvis Presley, the Kinks and Meat Loaf.

Last year, Bob Dylan
struck a $300 million
deal with Universal
Music; in January
2021, Neil Young was
paid $150 million by
Hipgnosis and in April,
Paul Simon collected
$250 million from Sony

From an investor’s perspective, part of UMG’s
appeal is its size, established track record and
the accessibility of its historic accounts from the
time it was a division of Vivendi.
Investors who believe that an increasingly
technology-driven music industry has an
opportunity to exploit its intellectual property
rights over the long term may feel that investing
in music copyright and associated spin-offs is
more than a bit of fun. Indeed, it could be argued
that any sector capable of generating long term
capital growth and steady income deserves
attention despite the ‘alternative’ label.

Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management offers a discretionary
portfolio management service which enables our investment
managers to construct and run a personalised portfolio on your behalf.
For those who take an active interest in financial markets and wish to
make their own investment decisions, our trading and dealing team
can offer you traditional stockbroking services.

For more information, contact Dermot Hamill on dermot.hamill@canaccord.com or 690100
www.canaccordgenuity.com/wealth-management-uk/
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ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS:
SHOULD BRANDS USE THEIR STATUS TO
PROMOTE SOCIAL ISSUES AND IDEOLOGIES?
The time for remaining neutral is over, and the importance of brands taking a stance on social issues
has never been more prevalent. Many have argued that the act of staying quiet can actually be harmful
to businesses, but is it enough to just promote ideologies?

G

lobal branding agency 1HQ, asks the
question ‘How can brands honestly
promote social issues without harming
their business and are there any benefits to
brands paying lip service to social issues that do
not align with their business model?’
Millennials and Generation Z have the highest
expectations for brands to be clear about their
values out of all age groups according to a
recent study by Kantar. The study found that
68% of American consumers prefer the brands
they use to take a stance on societal issues
rather than remaining mute.
This echoes findings by Sprout Social, with
as many as 70 percent of consumers wanting
brands to take a stand on social and political
issues, a massive 66% increase from 2017.
Clare Cotton, Associate Director of Brand and
Innovation Strategy from 1HQ said, “It’s become
increasingly clear over the last few years that
brands need to be more than their product
or service, consumers not only want more,
they expect more from the brands they use.
However, inauthenticity in this area can alienate
consumers therefore it is crucial that brands
consider which social issues they want to speak
up on and ensure they align with their core
business beliefs.”
According to Cotton brands such as Patagonia,
Veja and TOMS do this well as they use their
status to promote causes that are reflected in
their products, from using ethically sourced
materials to matching every purchase of shoes
to provide a child in need with their own. This
enables them to come across as genuine
in their mission as they are reflected in their
branding and business models. They are doing
more than social media posts on current topics
of interest to gain attraction, they are making
a difference through their product sales and
services.
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“Should a brand want to focus on a cause
that isn’t particularly relevant to their product,
it is essential that they do more than align
themselves with the issue. A brand that has
executed this perfectly, would be Ben & Jerry’s,
and their stance on the Black Lives Matter
movement in America.”
American ice cream champions Ben & Jerrys,
joined the growing list of brands taking a stand
against police brutality and racial injustices in
response to the killing of George Floyd and
subsequent protests, calling to dismantle white
supremacy on Twitter and its website. Rather
than just stating their anger at injustice, like
many brands did with the infamous ‘Blackout
Instagram’ day in June 2020, they constructed
an action plan. They called on the thenPresident Trump and elected officials to pass
legislation that would create a commission to
study the effects of slavery and discrimination
and examines the merits of reparations.
Though reports across the board have found
that there is a strong desire by consumers
for companies to produce more than profits
and products, there have also been conflicted
reports that many consumers would prefer
the brands they use to remain neutral. The
Consumer Purpose Survey found, ‘53 percent
of respondents said brands should avoid
getting involved in political or cultural issues.
Fewer than half of those surveyed, 44 percent
said they care about the stance of brands from
which they purchase products.
“Ultimately, if brands want to comment on social
issues they should do so with full sincerity. This
will enable them to really connect with their
audience and consumers while not alienating
those with scepticism.”
1HQ works with brands to assist them in making
their social stance justifiable within their market.

Such as when they helped CIF to innovate
their branding to ensure their environmental
message was made clear. They helped create
The CIF Beautiful Bottle, to extend the reach
and positive environmental impact of its new
Eco Refills, Cif wanted to create a ‘bottle for life’.
Over decades, single-use and disposal
behaviour has become deeply ingrained within
society, with 50% of plastic being estimated
to only be used once and then thrown away.
The role for design, therefore, was to create
a structure and user experience that would
reward continuous use.
The CIF Beautiful Bottle won bronze at the
2020 Pentawards in both the Sustainable
Design and Household Maintenance Design
categories.
Their model for finding a brand's purpose is
about finding the sweet spot between the
positioning, what the brand cares about within
the 17 UBN Sustainability Goals (the bible for
the world on what it most needs to fix) and what
their particular consumer cares about. Once that
platform has been discovered and researched
with consumers, they begin turning those
purposes into tangible actions.
“As we become a more conscious society,
be that towards injustice, equality and
environmental issues, brands really should look
within themselves to do more than make profit
and sales. The standout message would be that
full sincerity is key, if a brand wants to comment
on a cause they should follow this with action.
Ideally, should a business have the budget
looking to work with a CSR (corporate social
responsibility) representative would be an
excellent way to get their message across in the
most effective and genuine way possible.”

NEW RESEARCH HAS REVEALED THE UK’S
BIGGEST BUSINESS FRAUD HOTSPOTS
The research, undertaken by anti-fraud experts SEON, has revealed the areas with the highest rates of
business fraud per 100,000 people.

T

he research used data from Action Fraud and recorded both the
total number of fraud reports in each area as well as the total
number of business or corporate fraud cases. It then compared this
to population data, giving relative rates of fraud and business fraud in each
geographical area, allowing comparisons to be made.
For all the information, please visit: https://seon.io/resources/businessfraud-hotspots/

In third place, is North Yorkshire. This largely rural county is home to
several well-off small cities and market towns, such as York and Harrogate,
which act as business hubs for the area and are likely the focus of
fraudsters’ attention in the region.
The Areas With The Most Costly Incidents Of Business Fraud:

Rank

Police Force

The UK’s Business Fraud Hotspots:

Rank

Police Force

Corporate
Fraud
Reports

Corporate Fraud
Reports per
100,000 People

10,900

11

100.92

Population

1

City of London

2

Nottinghamshire

1,170,500

163

13.93

3

North Yorkshire

831,600

103

12.39

4

Cumbria

499,800

48

9.60

5

Hertfordshire

1,195,700

92

7.69

6

Kent

1,868,200

123

6.58

7

North Wales

703,400

46

6.54

8

Cheshire

1,069,600

68

6.36

9

Humberside

934,400

59

6.31

10

Gwent

598,200

37

6.19

The City of London has the highest rate of corporate fraud per 100,000
people in the country at 100.92 cases. This will likely come as no surprise,
as the City of London is the centre of the UK’s financial industry and
is home to a huge number of businesses, while also being home to a
comparably small number of people.

Corporate
Fraud
Reports

Corporate
Fraud
Losses

Average Losses
per Corporate
Fraud Report

1

Durham

6

£762,800

£127,133

2

City of London

11

£1,300,000

£118,182

3

Lancashire

43

£1,700,000

£39,535

4

Warwickshire

14

£545,200

£38,943

5

Merseyside

25

£599,400

£23,976

6

PSNI

54

£1,000,000

£18,519

7

Derbyshire

21

£387,200

£18,438

8

Metropolitan

305

£4,900,000

£16,066

9

Thames Valley

101

£1,600,000

£15,842

10

Greater
Manchester

110

£1,700,000

£15,455

County Durham, the territory policed by Durham Constabulary, has the
highest average losses per report of business fraud in the country. This
huge sum is more than three times higher than every region other than
second place, which it is still noticeably higher than.
In second place is the City of London. While still being much higher than
the vast majority of other regions, it is perhaps surprising that the City of
London did not top the leaderboard in this instance, given that it is home to
the UK’s finance industry.
Lancashire is the third most expensive place to be hit by business fraud.
While substantially lower than the average losses incurred in County
Durham and the City of London, this figure is still high enough to put some
small companies out of business altogether.
Further findings:
•

The City of London places top as the region most susceptible to all
forms of fraud, with 143,092 reports per 100,000 people.

•

The second region most susceptible to all forms of fraud, with 568
reports of fraud per 100,000 people, is the area covered by DyfedPowys Police in Wales.

•

Northumbria tops the list as the most expensive part of the UK to fall
victim to any type of fraud, with average losses per incident standing
at £11,661.

Nottinghamshire has the second-highest rate of corporate fraud in the
country, making the county a much riskier place to do business than the
majority of the country.
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PURIFIED, CLEAN AIR –
WHEREVER YOU WANT IT
Steri-Air patented quantum technology – proudly brought to you in partnership with
Mannin Group

A

s we hopefully move towards the end of the Coronavirus pandemic
most of us will reflect on a period of our lives that will live in our
memories forever.

If anything positive has come from the experience it’s been the
astonishing feats of human ingenuity – from the incredible vaccines to the
development of all manner of new technologies.
Steri-Air is a brand new product, developed in Ireland in response to
the pandemic, that can ensure the air that we breathe is pure, clean and
devoid of 99.999 per cent of all airborne bacteria, spores and viruses,
including SARS-CoV-2 – the Covid 19 virus.
Around the world Covid 19 has changed priorities, mindsets and the way
we will live our lives from now on. Steri-Air systems use proven technology
to protect us from the micro-organisms that may seek to attack us today
and in the future.
Steri-Air applies patented quantum technology to destroy airborne

micro-organisms, volatile organic compounds (vocs), gases and odours.
It also removes dust, pollen, animal dander, smoke, tobacco smoke, and
particulates from the air – 24/7.
Steri-Air products come in a range of applications and can be easily
integrated into many sectors and industries, including:
Healthcare, transport, education, hospitality, retail, leisure, industrial,
equine, agriculture and personal.
Steri-Air devices, available exclusively through Mannin Group, have a
range of specific applications: Our smallest device – the Q05 is designed
with the single office or living space in mind. The Q30 takes it to the
next level with capacity to treat the air in a hospital ward, lab or food
manufacturing/processing facility. Our biggest and most powerful unite –
the Q60 – is perfect for open plan offices or medical facilities.
To find out more about these incredible ground-breaking devices, contact
Sarah Ashall at sarahashall@mannin-group.im

ISO 5 CLEANROOM VALIDATED MODELS OF THE QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS ARE AVAILABLE.
QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY IS ALSO NHS CATEGORY 6 APPROVED.
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THE MANUFACTURING OF OUR SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS CONFORM TO: CE, VDE, BEAB, UTE, CSA
& UL. EN 60335-1, EMC 50081-2, 55014, 55022, EC38 AND ISO 9001.

STERI-AIR ISLE OF MAN AIR SYSTEMS CAN BE
EASILY INTEGRATED INTO THE FOLLOWING
SECTORS AND INDUSTRIES.
ISLE OF MAN

HEALTHCARE

TRANSPORT

EDUCATION

PERSONAL

HOSPITALITY

RETAIL

LEISURE

INDUSTRIAL

EQUINE

AGRICULTURE

HEPA FILTRATION V
STERI-AIR ISLE OF MAN AIR CLEANING SYSTEM

FILTRATION

UNIT SIZE &
FUNCTION

VALIDATIONS

HEPA filters only capture microorganisms whereas Quantum
Technology destroys airborne microorganisms. HEPA filters reduce in
efficiency over time and need regular
replacement, at an additional cost. If
your filter is not changed regularly,
then HEPA Filtration reduces in
efficiency and effectiveness.

HEPA stand-alone units are large,
heavy and bulky in comparison
to Steri-Air Ireland Air Purification
Systems. They are discreet, can be
stand-alone or wall-mounted out of
reach of children. Running costs are
significantly lower, no more than a
domestic light bulb.

Validations are designed to assess the
efficiency and efficacy of products.
HEPA Air Filtration Systemss hould be
validated according to Standard EN
1822 to assess their filtration efficiency.
HEPA 14 filter are validated to capture
99.97% of micro-organisms down to a
size of 0.3 µm!

BECAUSE CLEAN AIR IS A HUMAN RIGHT

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THESE INCREDIBLE GROUND-BREAKING DEVICES,
CONTACT SARAH ASHALL AT SARAHASHALL@MANNIN-GROUP.IM
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REDUCING THE CARBON FOOTPRINT
OF YOUR BUSINESS

BY LOUISE PALMER-MASTERTON, STEM & GLORY

Many promises made at COP26 are for longer term net zero targets. Among the world's biggest emitters,
these promises varied: China promised net zero by 2060; USA by 2050; India announced a target of
2070. But in the UK, the public appear to want to see results quicker than that.

A

recent YouGov poll found that 56% of
people back the total decarbonisation
of the UK economy by 2030. Urgent
and radical change is what we’re in the mood
for. And businesses need to pay attention to
that mood. And the public aren’t just looking
for improved practices from nations and giant
companies – they expect steps to be taken by
all businesses.
Here are a few things you and your business
can do that your customers can relate to:
Avoid anything wrapped in plastic
The fastest way to bring about collective change
is via our demands as a customers. If we buy
products in paper, card, glass and aluminium
and shun products in plastic, this will drive the
market. If there are items you need for your
business that no one currently supplies without
plastic, then, when given the opportunity to
provide feedback (or just offer it anyway), point
out to sales reps (etc.) that your company wants
to eliminate plastic packaging from the items it
buys, and being able to source items that are
plastic packaging free would be a major factor in
your future sourcing decisions.
Rethink working lunches
The nature of grab-and-go means it will always
involve single use. Consider the sheer volume of
single use involved in lunchbreaks up and down
the UK. Doesn't matter if it’s ‘biodegradable’
- biodegradable packaging doesn’t solve
the huge issue of mass disposability and the
huge amount of energy that is wasted when
something is used once and then thrown away.
Recycling is not the answer. Eliminating single

use is the answer. Consider supporting cafes
and restaurants by eating in rather than at your
desk.
Get yourself a lunch box and a reusable cup
and take it everywhere with you instead of using
single use items. Use the lunchbox to take your
own lunch, but also carry an empty lunchbox restaurants and cafes are often very happy to
fill your box rather than a take-away box, and
it’s very handy to take restaurant leftovers. It’s
surprising how quickly you can wean yourself
off single use, so it becomes a very occasional,
rather than daily, habit.
Eat more plants and eat seasonally
The sheer variety of produce we can get
year-round is amazing, but as we are starting
to realise, very unsustainable. Market forces
have driven these unsustainable import and
export practices. Whilst it is true that simply by
being vegan you will lower your emissions,
not all vegetables are equal. It’s important
to understand the cycle of the seasons and
eat veg in harmony with that. Imported food
isn’t always bad, but the mode of transport
is important. Slow is good, fast is bad. So, if
something is not in season here, and it has a
short shelf life, 100% it will have been flown here
– so best to avoid it. If your company has its own
canteen, you can make a huge difference just
by increasing the number of plant-based items
on the menu.
Exceeding 1.5C of warming risks passing global
tipping points and temperature extremes
that will put significantly more of the world's
population at risk of dangerous climate change

– that’s the warning from the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change. There are of
course big changes that need to happen on
a global scale, and the science is very much
at the start of its journey towards cleantech
and carbon capture. But as individuals and as
smaller businesses, we exert huge influence
as consumers and customers. A green future
has to be driven by individual responsibility, and
commitment by all.

About the author
Louise Palmer-Masterton is founder of
multiple award-winning, plant-based
restaurants Stem & Glory. With established
sites in London and Cambridge, and a third
site planned for London’s Broadgate in
2022, Stem & Glory offers eat-in, click-andcollect and local delivery, as well as a wellstocked vegan bar. Stem & Glory is also the
first UK restaurant to pledge to be carbon
negative by end of 2021 and was recently
celebrated as one of the UK Governments
‘Heroes of Net Zero’ at a COP26 awards
ceremony.

Social Media:
Web:
www.stemandglory.uk
Twitter:
@stemandglory
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/
stemandglory/
Instagram: @stemandglory
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/
louisepalmermasterton)
https://www.linkedin.com/
company/stem-glory/
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Looking at the people who keep the wheels of commerce turning on the Island;
features, profiles, achievements and stories with a human dimension.

ESTATE AGENCY SHOWS SUPPORT BY
DONATING £100 TO ISLE LISTEN FOR
EVERY PROPERTY SOLD
Isle Listen – one of the Island’s leading mental health charitable organisations - has
announced details of generous support from one of the Island’s leading property
agents, Property Wise, of £100 being donated to Isle Listen for every property listed
and sold over £200,000 between 1st January and 31stMarch 2022.

P

roperty Wise’s support comes at a time
when residential property prices on the
Isle of Man have been rapidly increasing
during the pandemic as people look for more
space to work from home.
The timely support also coincides with the
increase in demand for Isle Listen’s mental
health support and services, as the lives of
children and young people have been disrupted
during the pandemic. In recent surveys, the
proportion of children aged six to 16 with
probable mental health disorders had increased
from one in nine in 2017 to one in six in both
2020 and 2021.
Tony Weston, Director of Property Wise, told
B365: “We’re delighted and extremely proud to
participate in supporting Isle Listen in this way.
The charitable organisation undertakes hugely
important and amazing work to support the

mental health of our Island’s young people, and
my own family has hugely benefitted from their
support very recently.
“We can’t thank Isle Listen enough and feel
strongly that their expertise and services truly fill
a void within the current health service, and as
a charity, they do so free of charge and without
any government support”.
Isle Listen’s Head of Marketing, Symon
Walmsley, added: “We could not continue to
do what we do without the amazing support
of our Island community, and I’m thrilled that
Property Wise want to show their support of our
work in this very generous way. At Isle Listen,
we’re already becoming a catalyst for change
as we work towards removing the stigma
that surrounds mental health and empower
our Island’s young people with the skills and
emotional resilience to navigate 21st century life.
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PEEL ROAD APARTMENTS SET TO
EXCEED TENANTS’ EXPECTATIONS,
COUNCIL’S OPEN DAY REVEALS
Feedback from tenants of Douglas Borough Council’s Lord Street flats due to be relocated
to apartments in the council’s £12.6 million Peel Road social housing development has
been overwhelmingly positive, after they attended an open day at Douglas town hall.

H

ousing officers, together with representatives from utility and service
providers, were on hand to provide tenants with information, while a
digital tour gave tenants an opportunity to view the interior of typical
apartments and details of fittings and fixtures.

know that there will be carpets and a washer/dryer provided, and the openplan kitchen/living room arrangement will give me more room to manoeuvre.
To have a lift will be great and I’m sure there’ll soon be a little community
formed of familiar faces from Lord Street. I’ve been very impressed with how
the council has been so supportive throughout the whole process, keeping
us up to date with progress and the open day’s been very useful to give us
an idea of how our new homes will look. I can’t wait to get my keys.’
John Halsall, a Lord Street flats tenant for many years, is looking forward to be
living in one of the new two-bedroom apartments. He said: ‘The council has
been with us every step of the way and kept us well informed. And it’s great
that they’re organising the removal and taking care of everything.'

Also on display were floorplans, the choices of carpets available and an
example of the washer/dryer to be fitted in each apartment.
Leslie Smith has lived in a Lord Street flat since the 1990s and has been
allocated a one-bedroom apartment in the new development. He said: ‘At first
I was happy to stay where I was, but then circumstances led to me gaining a
new perspective on life and I am now looking forward to moving. It is great to
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Stephen Cubbon has lived in a top-floor Lord Street flat for several years, and
is looking forward to moving into his new fourth-floor apartment accessible
by lift. He said: ‘What’s been really impressive is how the council officers have
visited me at home so I haven’t had to go to the town hall; they’re all very
friendly and even brought the carpet swatches around so I could choose
which shade I wanted.’

Peel Road Apartments at a glance:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

James McBurnie will be moving from his top-floor Lord Street flat where he
has lived for many years, to a one-bedroom apartment. He said: ‘The council
officers have been very helpful and all the signs point to a fairly seamless
move.’
Pat Rooney summed up the mood of her fellow Lord Street tenants when she

The £12.6 million project is being delivered by the council
in partnership with developer, Dandara, and with support
from the Department of Infrastructure;
The 66 apartments occupy the site of the former Athol
Garage on Peel Road;
There is a mix of one and two-bedroom apartments, a
number of which are designed for disabled use;
The design provides high standards of energy and thermal
efficiency;
Heating is all-electric in support of the council’s move away
from fossil fuel power;
The development provides level access and individual
door entry phone security systems;
here is provision for recycling, secure cycle storage and
some off-street parking;
Completion is anticipated to be March 2022.

said: ‘The council have been absolutely wonderful. I’ve lived in a Lord Street
flat for many years and the thought of having a brand-new apartment makes
me really happy.’
Housing and property committee chairman Janet Thommeny said: ‘I’m
delighted with the encouraging feedback we received from the open day. We
aimed to provide tenants with as much information as possible and thanks to
the hard work of our officers and other parties in arranging the event it’s fair to
say that we achieved our ambition.
‘Moving home can be stressful so the council was determined to
communicate with our tenants in an effective and clearly presented way
that would be involving and interactive. We’re truly grateful to our tenants
for sharing their views. Findings from the open day will not only help to
strengthen engagement with our tenants but will also serve to inform the
council’s programme of future social housing developments’.
To view a 3D virtual tour of the apartments visit the news section at douglas.
im.
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HELPING BRING PEOPLE OUT
OF POVERTY
As a new year begins and the world continues to face an unprecedented
health crisis, a charity which helps communities and vulnerable families secure
their own futures from the land is continuing to make a positive impact.

S

tandard Bank is a major long-term supporter
of international development charity, Send a
Cow (SAC), which is dedicated to improving
the lives of family farmers in Africa. Despite the
pandemic, it is still managing to play a pivotal
role in ensuring families across Africa become
self-sufficient, food secure and more resilient to
climate shocks.
This was highlighted at a ‘Building Resilience’
event organised by the charity which marked
the launch of the Resilient Kenya Impact Report,
demonstrating the positive affect Send a Cow’s
work, backed by Standard Bank, has on a
personal level for many families.
Delegates at the event included representatives
from the Stanbic Kenya Foundation, a corporate
partner of the Bank, the United Nations
Environment Programme, United Nations
Development Programme, NGO Coordination
board and the Kenyan Ministry of Agriculture,
discussing how economic, social and
environmental resilience can be developed with
smallholder farmers in Kenya.
The funds that Standard Bank raises provide
essential farm and livestock training, improved
access to soap and safe water and support to
families in rural Africa all year round – a need
heightened throughout the coronavirus crisis.
Jennie Bronte-Hearne, Programme Lead, Social,
Economic and Environmental initiatives for
Standard Bank Offshore Group, has been among
colleagues who have travelled to Africa to witness
the scheme first-hand.
She explained: ‘Over the past few years, the
work carried out through this initiative has helped
dramatically improve people’s nutrition, food and
financial security, social inclusion and sense of
hope and satisfaction.
‘During that time, Send a Cow’s Peer Farmer
networks and Community Health Volunteers have
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worked alongside farming communities to build
social, economic and environmental resilience in
the face of huge challenges such as COVID-19
and climate change.

their own-food production, which itself has been
accelerated by Send a Cow-supported access to
specialised training, farm inputs and the adoption
of farming system technologies.

‘Some of my colleagues and I have witnessed
first-hand just how important the work of Send
a Cow is to reducing hunger in rural Africa and,
following a trip to Uganda, we left knowing that,
with the support of Send a Cow, where there is
land, there is hope.

Titus Sagala, Country Director of Send a Cow
Kenya, added: ‘Send a Cow Kenya is very grateful
for the support provided to enable this hugely
successful hybrid-event. The interactive panel
discussion showcased how the public, private and
civil sectors can all contribute to building resilient
communities. The launched report highlights the
impact of Send a Cow’s programmes in Kenya,
and we hope to secure further resources that will
enable us to extend our reach in order for more
people and communities to be resilient. We look
forward to continued and enhanced support from
the Bank.’

‘Whether it is through improved nutrition, health
care, income or use of natural resources,
communities are generally stronger, more
confident and more resilient than before the
programme started. The sincere, supportive
and transparent relationships which have been
developed are invaluable.
‘Standard Bank is proud to be a long-term
strategic partner of Send a Cow and we look
forward to continuing our sponsorship of its
projects and sustainable programmes in the years
to come.’
The statistics are encouraging, the event was told.
Over the past three years, Send a Cow’s work in
communities in Western Kenya has led to up to
93 per cent of households being able to access
safe water.
Access to primary health care has improved with a
number of communities reporting access to health
services as “moderately” to “much improved”.
Safely sourced and treated drinking water and
access to hygienic toilets are critical for good
health which is achieved through the rehabilitation
and protection of local springs and training on
rainwater harvesting (rainwater is the major source
of drinking water for many households).
It has also seen household dietary diversity
more than double in some communities. Almost
all households reached (around 98 per cent)
attribute this growing diversity to increases in

The impact of Send a Cow’s work has been
impressive elsewhere too. In Rwanda, after one
year of working with the charity, the number of
households with adequate water and sanitation
rose from 23 per cent to 76.8 per cent.
In addition, after working with the charity, 97 per
cent of people believe they can provide enough
food and income for their families from their farms.
In all countries where it operates, Send a Cow is
supplying hand sanitiser, water storage buckets
and hand-washing facilities at key sites. Mobile
phone packages have also been provided to
allow community and group leaders to keep
in contact and share the latest public health
information.
To hear the latest about its work, follow Send a
Cow on social media.
Individuals and companies can find out how to
support the charity via:
https://sendacow.org/
get-involved/

PAUL SPELLER takes a left-field look at the issues of the moment

A LESSON IN DEMOCRATIC PROCESS
FOR THE NEW GOVERNMENT
It was easy to miss, what with everything going on across the water in Westminster
during January, but the Isle of Man’s own leaders had a little set back too.

C

hief Minister Alfred Cannan and his
cabinets much-vaunted Island Plan
was published, but backbench MHKs
prevented a debate and vote on it taking place.
This appeared to be less to do with the content of
the report, and about the fact the final version was
only published a handful of days before CoMin
wanted members to debate it.
Because it had missed a variety of deadlines
– from inclusion on the register of business six
weeks before, to not being ready in time for the
main agenda’s publication 12 days before – it
meant ministers had to put the report and vote
onto a supplementary order paper that was only
published four days before.
That meant they needed members to agree to
suspend standing orders to allow that to happen.
Not enough MHKs agreed and so the debate was
delayed, leading to a number of caustic remarks
from ministers, who seemed to imagine a huge
plot to make their world cave in.
It was quite entertaining in one sense but some
of the ministerial reactions were concerning. Their
responses ranged from misdirected frustration to
a hybrid of high-handed petulance and arrogance.
Many argued backbenchers should not require
more than five days to read a completed
document. (It was officially published on a
Thursday afternoon, with the debate targeted for
the following Tuesday.)
Some appeared so subsumed in the Tynwald
bubble they ignored a basic principle of
transparent democracy: that some of us plebs
might want to have time to read an important
document and, if necessary, raise concerns with
our MHKs.
The argument that a consultation had taken
place last year so people were complaining
needlessly was at best a false flag and at worst a
deliberate misdirection to gaslight members of the
public wondering why they didn’t know what the
document contained.
They ignored the fact that in a consultation,
what one minister may have said might not have
matched the comments of another, let alone
match what appeared in the final document.
That is why it is crucial in politics – or business,

literature or any form of ordinary life – to ask to
see the final version of something. If a trader
told you they expected the cost to be £500 but
promised a full written estimate, you’d read that
formal written estimate before agreeing to go
ahead with the deal.

That is why it is crucial
in politics – or business,
literature or any form of
ordinary life – to ask to
see the final version of
something
You could call the written invoice a ‘living
document’, rather like the government has
described the Island Plan. If things changed
following the estimate that you had agreed, then
at least you would know what to measure against.
And, because you studied and agreed the written
estimate, you would have a better chance of
knowing if anyone had tried to pull a fast one.
We should be kind about the fact not all ministers
grasped this. Some of them are new to cabinet
life. In fact, some have only had four months as
an elected representative. Hopefully, they will
seek counsel to explain to whom they are most
answerable.
Such political callowness may also offer
explanation as to why CoMin seemed surprised
at backbenchers’ concern over government
choosing to bypass the Register of Business,
which requires such reports to be placed at least
six weeks before debate, not least because of the
need to provide opportunity for public discourse.
Ministers could have still aimed to complete the
document in time to appear on the main Tynwald
Order Paper, published 12 days ahead of a sitting.
They would have still had required the consent
of Tynwald members to go ahead but, crucially,
it would have not required a two thirds majority,
merely a straight majority (13 in the House of Keys).
Yet CoMin failed to do that and so put the
Island Plan and motion to vote on it onto a
supplementary agenda, which left the public with

just four days to read the 68-page missive ahead
of a vote.
To be allowed to do this, CoMin needed to get
members to agree to formally suspend Tynwald’s
standing orders – procedural rules designed to
protect the democratic process – and obtain a
two thirds majority – 16 in the House of Keys. They
got 14 votes.
Either no one had sufficient knowledge of how
Tynwald works – quite worrying in a government
– or they missed both the earlier targets but
thought they would get away with it. I trust the idea
wasn’t a deliberate ploy to prevent there being
enough time for the public to digest the plan
before any vote.
So, well played to those backbenchers who voted
against throwing ignoring the rulebook. Maybe do
better next time for the backbenchers who didn’t.
The same goes to the unelected Legislative
Council, which under the previous administration
had proved an effective brake on governmental
over-enthusiasm, but this time voted to ignore
rules designed to protect democracy.
The end result was that CoMin had to wipe its
bloodied nose and, at the time of writing, make a
decision.
Would it risk bringing back the report on the main
agenda for the February sitting – still less than six
weeks after the publication – and hope members
would acknowledge there had now been
sufficient time and give consent?
Would it wait until the March sitting?
Or would it take its ball home and sulk?
Whichever it ended up choosing, that wasn’t really
the important part.
Views on the report range from it being a worthy
set of aspirations, if a little vague, to it being a
vacuous compilation of political speak sorely
lacking in substance. Given that, if and when it is
debated it will be approved, although hopefully a
debate will add meaning to the content.
The real issue is that, in a parliamentary
democracy, Tynwald stands above the executive.
That is especially important and a vital safeguard
when there is no party political system.
And that is why what happened was a worthwhile
reminder, even if CoMin didn’t like it.
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THE LATEST JOBS NEWS FROM THE
ISLE OF MAN BUSINESS COMMUNITY
HSBC ADDS TO ISLE OF MAN LEADERSHIP TEAM WITH PERSONAL AND
COMMERCIAL BANKING HEAD APPOINTMENTS
moves to the Isle of Man with his wife and two
children.

HSBC has announced a double appointment
to its senior leadership team in the Isle of Man
as the Bank continues to pursue a strategy of
growth in the island.

Adam said: “HSBC has developed a really strong
banking proposition for islanders in recent years
and I’m excited to join a talented, driven team and
continue to grow and evolve our banking, wealth
and mortgage services for personal customers.
In addition, I’m a real believer in the importance
of our people and, given my most recent role in
establishing a learning and development team, I’ll
be taking a keen interest in championing HSBC
as an employer locally that invests significantly in
the skills and talent of its local team.”

Adam Belfield has been appointed Head of
Wealth and Personal Banking (WPB) while Shibaji
Dasgupta has been made Head of Commercial
Banking, both with a remit to oversee the delivery
and growth of a full range of innovative banking,
wealth management and lending solutions for
personal and corporate customers.
Having worked at HSBC for more than a decade,
Adam has experience of working across the UK
and Crown Dependencies in a range of strategic
management, wealth, personal finance, and
mortgage advisory roles.
He moves to the Isle of Man from Jersey where
most recently he was Head of Learning and
Development and Senior Business Steering
Manager, responsible for developing the WPB
Learning and Development team, to support the
division’s growth plans. Prior to that he held a
number of positions in Guernsey and in the West
Midlands, providing holistic financial advice to
local residents.
Meanwhile, Shibaji has worked for HSBC for
16 years, supporting the banking needs of a

Adam Belfield, Head of Wealth and
Personal Banking, HSBC
range of domestic and internationally-dynamic
corporate banking customers. Having worked for
the Bank primarily across the North West of the
UK, he moves to the Isle of Man from Manchester,
where he was most recently Global Relationship
Director, supporting large owner-managed and
listed businesses.
A keen cricketer and former cricket coach, he

Highlighting the opportunities in particular
presented by growth in the sustainable finance
space, Shibaji added: “The Bank has a great
track record in supporting local businesses and
helping them to grow and my focus will be on
continuing to do that with our highly experienced
corporate team – particularly in the context of an
ever greater focus on green finance solutions.
Our role in enabling the Isle of Man Treasury to
launch a £400m Sustainable Bond recently is
one example of our capabilities in this area, and
I remain committed to helping local businesses
transition to a more sustainable future.
“Together, Adam and I will be working closely to
serve the whole island community.”

CHARLOTTE JOINS THE ILS WORLD TEAM
ILS World has appointed Charlotte Hunter as a
senior trust and company administrator
Charlotte, who has more than 11 years’
experience in the fiduciary sector, is responsible
for the management and administration of
structures and entities in a wide and varied
portfolio of clients.
Charlotte has a BA (Hons) in Business
Administration from the University of Central
Lancashire and is a qualified member of the
Society of Trust and Estate Practitioners, the
global professional association for those who
specialise in family inheritance and succession
planning.
Fiduciary services manager, Vicky Kinrade
said: “I am delighted to welcome Charlotte to
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the ILS World team. Her track record, depth of
experience and her technical skills make her a
great asset for our clients and her colleagues.
Our aim is to provide a very high level of service
and Charlotte’s focus and attention to detail will
further assist us in providing that.”
ILS World provides independent fiduciary
services to professional advisors, international
corporate groups and private clients.
Charlotte said: “I am very pleased to be starting
2022 on such a positive note and delighted to
be working for a company committed to excellent
customer service. All companies need to stay at
the front of new developments and regulations
and I am looking forward to the challenge of the
work.”

Charlotte Hunter, senior trust and
company administrator, ILS World

Who, what, where – a comprehensive appointments section keeping you abreast of
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BOAL & CO PROMOTES KAREN KELLY
TO GENERAL MANAGER ISLE OF
MAN
Domestic and international pensions provider, Boal & Co, has announced
the promotion of Karen Kelly to General Manager
With more than 20 years’ experience in the management and
administration of international and domestic pensions, Karen has worked
at Boal & Co for the past 12 years, previously holding the position of
Director, Corporate Pensions. Working closely with CEO, Mark Kiernan
and the wider management team, Karen’s new role will see her take day
to day responsibility for Boal & Co’s strategy, direction and growth while
continuing to manage its corporate pensions team, client portfolio and
service standards.
Karen told B365: ‘I am delighted to take on this new role which will enable
me to directly influence and manage our continued growth both locally in
the Isle of Man and throughout the international retirement and employee
benefits market. Having worked at Boal & Co for 12 years, I am incredibly
passionate about our business, our clients, and our colleagues. We have
a dedicated, strong, knowledgeable, and experienced team and I look
forward to developing our unique position as a specialist multi-jurisdictional
international pension trustee and administration business, supported by
our in-house actuarial
services. There is so
much potential for the
future of Boal and our
team and I look forward
to driving this to fruition.’
Mark Kiernan, CEO,
added: ‘Karen is an
asset to Boal & Co and
widely respected by
all of our teams and
peers. Her knowledge
and experience of the
business and wider
industry will support us
to continue Boal & Co’s
Karen Kelly, General Manager,
growth journey while
Boal & Co
ensuring operational
effectiveness and
prioritising our colleagues to remain an employer of choice, as well
as a leader in the field of pension provision both domestically and
internationally’.
A leading pensions provider in both domestic and international markets,
Boal & Co specialises in the provision, administration, and trusteeship
of pension solutions for companies, multi-national organisations, and
individuals.

View Business365 online
at www.business365.co.uk

EQUIOM ISLE OF MAN ANNOUNCES
KEY APPOINTMENTS
Global private wealth and professional services provider, Equiom, has
announced the appointments of Paul Howland and David Shefford to its
Isle of Man fiduciary senior team.
Paul joins the team as a
Client Service Director,
bringing significant
experience in wealth
structuring for private and
corporate clients across
multiple asset classes. He will
provide oversight, technical
support and guidance for
a number of key Equiom
client relationships. Paul’s
appointment brings the
number of Equiom Isle
of Man client directors to
four and reflects Equiom’s
commitment to its growth
strategy on the Island.

Paul Howland, Client Service
Director, Equiom

David takes the position
of Senior Manager, Client
Services. He brings a wealth of experience in the fiduciary field with
specialisms in property, pensions, yachting and aviation. David will manage
relationships for a mixed portfolio of international clients and similarly to
Paul, provide technical support and guidance to the fiduciary administration
teams as required.
Nina Johnston, Managing Director and location head for Equiom’s Isle of
Man operations, commented:
‘I am delighted to welcome
Paul and David to the
business to support the
demands on our client
services teams and help to
drive the business forward.
Both are multi skilled
fiduciary professionals
with demonstrable track
records and both greatly
complement our established
team. David has worked
for Equiom previously and
it is a pleasure to welcome
him back to the business.
Paul has nine years’
David Shefford, Senior Manager board experience having
Client Services, Equiom
previously acted in a director
capacity at two large local
fiduciary businesses. We are extremely fortunate to have secured not one,
but two, hugely experienced seasoned fiduciaries to support our clients
and administration team.’
Equiom in the Isle of Man employs 148 staff spanning fiduciary services,
compliance, tax, VAT and several group functions including Finance, IT,
Legal, Marketing, People and Change.
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HANSARD ANNOUNCE THE APPOINTMENT OF DEBRA
SHIELDS AS HEAD OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
Hansard are delighted to announce the
appointment of Debra Shields as Head of
Business Development, further supporting their
ambitious growth plans for the future. Debra has
over 25 years’ experience in the offshore finance
industry, working in various locations across the
world including Bermuda, Mauritius, New York
and Guernsey, before returning to the Isle of Man
in 2017.
Debra has held senior and board level positions
for some of the world’s largest banks, including
HSBC, Barclays and Lloyds. Debra also has
a wealth of experience across insurance,
investment and trust business, leading front
office client relationship & sales teams, bringing
a breadth of knowledge and experience to her
new role at Hansard.
Commenting on Debra’s arrival, Hansard Group
CEO Graham Sheward said: “I’m delighted

her experience and expertise will complement
our existing Sales team, whilst her energetic
and enthusiastic approach to building business
relationships will be well received by new &
existing distributors”.
Debra added, “I am delighted to be part of the
Hansard team, I have met some great people
already and it is amazing to be working for a
London Stock Exchange listed company again.
It is such an exciting time for Hansard and it’s a
privilege to be here and be part of the journey
ahead.”

Debra Shields, Head of Business
Development, Hansard
to have secured the appointment of Debra.
Having worked with her in the past, I know that

In addition to her industry experience, Debra is
professionally qualified and sits on the Isle of
Man’s London institute of Banking & Finance
Committee. In her down time she likes to travel
and is an active member of the Isle of Man
Hospice at Home Charity Committee. Welcome
to the team Debra!

PAM HARVEY APPOINTED CROWE ISLE OF MAN DIRECTOR
She is a Fellow Chartered Accountant and STEP
Affiliate, holding a STEP Advanced Certificate in
UK Tax for International Clients.
A senior tax manager, she has worked across
a range of services Crowe provides. Of her
appointment she said: ‘I’m delighted to have
joined the board of a firm I am proud to have
been with for 12 years.
‘I trained at Crowe for my Chartered Accountant
qualification and from day one found everyone
very helpful and supportive. Working in tax is

tremendously varied and always interesting, but
with frequent updates and changes to legislation,
it’s also very complex, so it’s up to us to help
our clients navigate those complexities and
deliver bespoke solutions for their tax-planning
ambitions. This is why we place great emphasis
on forging close relationships with our clients
so we can better understand and respond to
their needs as they change over time. What
also sets Crowe apart is that with so many
essential services - including audit, advisory and
accounting structures - we’re able to offer clients

a complete package.
‘We have a great team here at Crowe and
while we may be working in different areas of
the business, we all share a commitment to
creating strong and lasting bonds with our clients
and delivering consistently excellent personal
service.’
Crowe CEO Phaedra Bird said: ‘After more than
two years of living with Covid clients are reevaluating their lives, re-assessing their priorities
and wanting to be more financially secure.
To achieve this, getting the right tax advice is
absolutely critical, so Pam’s knowledge and
experience are invaluable.
‘The breadth of expertise we have at Crowe
is such that we’re now providing tax advice to
other fiduciaries. In response, our tax department
has grown from two to four members and we’re
looking to recruit more to the team.

Newly appointed Crowe director Pam Harvey, second right, with fellow
directors Andy McLarney, Debbie Clague and CEO Phaedra Bird
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‘Tax advice is a service people welcome; clients
recognise the value of advice they can trust and
they know that at Crowe we’re here to help them
every step of the way. It’s an approach that is
seeing us grow the business in a measured way
and attract an increasing number of local and
international clients. Pam’s contribution to this is
crucial. Simply put, we couldn’t do without Pam.’

Who, what, where – a comprehensive appointments section keeping you abreast of
all the movements within the business community.

MARION DE CARTE APPOINTED SENIOR MANAGER
OF BOSTON ISLE OF MAN
Boston Multi Family Office has announced the
appointment of Marion de Carte as a Senior
Manager within its Fiduciary Management and
Administration department in its Isle of Man office.
Marion has extensive experience in the trust
and corporate industry having worked in the
sector serving ultra-high net worth individuals
and families for over two decades, after originally
moving to the island in 1997 with a South African
family office.
Marion is an associate member of the Institute of
Chartered Secretaries and Administrators and will

manage a portfolio of high net worth clients as
well as providing expertise to a growing team.
Marion told B365: “I am delighted to have joined
the Boston team. I have been impressed with the
high standard of client service and the company
culture, and I’m looking forward to assisting the
business as it continues to grow.”
Boston CEO, Katherine Ellis, added: “Marion
brings a wealth of experience and expertise and
will add value to our business as we continue to
grow both our Isle of Man business and the wider
group.”

Marion de Carte, Senior Manager,
Boston Isle of Man

NEW YEAR PROMOTIONS AT PWC ISLE OF MAN
PwC Isle of Man has announced a number of
promotions across their advisory, assurance
and actuarial practices.
The promotions include one newly promoted
senior manager, Amy Whitty. Amy joined PwC in
2014 as a trainee with the firm’s audit practice,
in 2019 she moved to the firm’s advisory line of
service to provide business recovery services.
Amy supports clients with insolvency and
corporate simplification, working to deliver
sustainable outcomes for all involved.
Two newly promoted assurance managers are
Belinda Madovi and Solomon Kithinga. Belinda
joined the Isle of Man firm in 2019, which saw her
rejoin PwC having started her career as a trainee

with PwC Zimbabwe. Solomon relocated from
PwC Kenya to join the Isle of Man firm in 2020.

our clients. I’m proud that PwC is a great place to
grow a career and make an impact.’

A further six promotions have been made
at senior associate level: Adam McAuley
(Actuarial), Christy Ashley (Assurance), Eleanor
Kelly (Assurance), Francesca Moretta (Actuarial),
Grace Nuwamanya (Assurance) and Kevin Kelly
(Actuarial).

PwC recently launched its new strategy, The New
Equation, with a planned local investment of £1.5
million over the course of the next five years and
a focus on helping their clients build trust and
deliver sustained outcomes.

Nick Halsall, Territory Senior Partner, said: ‘I’m
very pleased to announce these well deserved
promotions and congratulate them all. The
achievements of these individuals highlight the
multidisciplinary skills we have at PwC, as we
bring together a diverse community of solvers
to deliver purpose-led, high quality solutions to

Nick Halsall added: ‘It’s an exciting time at PwC as
we embark on our strategy, The New Equation,
and it is a combination of our people, our
investments and our commitment to quality which
will help us solve the most important challenges
faced by our clients and Isle of Man businesses.’

Left to Right, top
to bottom: Adam
McAuley, Amy
Whitty, Belinda
Madovi, Christy
Ashley, Eleanor Kelly,
Francesca Moretta,
Grace Nuwamanya,
Kevin Kelly, Solomon
Kithinga.
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25 YEARS OF
EDGEWATER
ASSOCIATES
– A PROUD LANDMARK,
BUT THE JOURNEY’S
ONLY JUST BEGUN!
The political and financial landscape has changed
immeasurably over the past quarter of a century, but
the team at Edgewater Associates has held true to
its founding principles as a reliable and trustworthy
provider of independent financial advice.

F

rom humble beginnings as a two-person operation based in Duke Street, Douglas, the firm
has blossomed into one of the Island’s largest IFA’s, - now based in the heart of the Island’s
business district within Clarendon House on Victoria Street.

We have a wonderful
and dedicated team,
many of whom have
been with us for a
significant length of
time. I like to believe
that such loyalty
reflects the fact that
Edgewater is a great
place to work

For Managing Director, Sandra Cardwell, the firm’s growth trajectory is something to celebrate:
“We are hugely proud of what we have achieved with Edgewater, and the role we play in the
Island – both in business and within the wider community.”
The Edgewater model is based on core principles of professionalism and integrity: “As an IFA
we have always recognised the need to be flexible and tailor our services to fit with the specific
needs of companies and individuals in the community,” explained Sandra.
It’s a philosophy that’s struck a chord with clients and enabled the company to forge a path to

James Smeed (Group Finance Director), Sandra Cardwell, (Managing
Director) and Douglas Mulunda (Chief Operating Officer)
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steady growth, which – in 2010 – took a new and exciting turn, when
the business was acquired by the Manx Financial Group plc, owners of
Conister Bank.
“Joining the Manx Financial Group helped to us to make significant
advances,’ said Sandra, ‘not only in terms of having the financial backing
of a significant PLC, but also technical and administrative support,
professional expertise, leadership, and a real desire to grow and develop
the business.”
“We are lucky to have such a strong local base and the freedom that being
an independent financial advisor provides us, combined with the security
and support of being part of a successful, Manx group.”

constantly look ahead and plan for the future: “There are many challenges
- from improving sustainability as a business and evolving environmentally
friendly practices, to reacting quickly to any further changes in the
economic climate,” she explained.
‘The last few years in particular have demonstrated that we all need to
adapt to the circumstances in which we find ourselves. We work with
clients, colleagues, shareholders and business partners to ensure we
remain in touch with what is needed. We are very aware of that in our role
as financial advisors, and we are proud of our record in helping others to
deal with challenging circumstances.’

Whilst technology has developed immeasurably, the key to a successful
business is invariably the quality of its people. In that respect Edgewater
is no different: “We have a wonderful and dedicated team, many of whom
have been with us for a significant length of time. I like to believe that such
loyalty reflects the fact that Edgewater is a great place to work. This in turn
gives customers the reassurance of continuity and comfort – safe in the
knowledge that the values that attracted them to Edgewater in the first
instance remain firmly in place,” said Sandra.
As part of Edgewater’s growth strategy a number of businesses have been
seamlessly integrated into the firm in recent years. As part of the process
trusted advisers have been retained in order to provide continuity for
transferred clients.
Edgewater’s team of financial consultants, mortgage advisers and business
insurance experts, boast a broad spectrum of skills to cover all bases for
clients. They are also acutely aware of the need to constantly hone their
skills to keep abreast of the ever- changing regulatory landscape. To that
end all the firm’s financial advisers hold membership of a professional
body.

Edgewater Associates team celebrate their 25th
anniversary with Newfield staff
‘Like all good businesses, we are client-focussed. Because we know our
clients well and understand their needs, they know they can trust our
advice, safe in the knowledge that it is tailored to their requirements. Their
future is our business.’
With their first quarter of a century under their belt the Edgewater team isn’t
resting on its laurels: “We continue to evolve as a company and develop
the services we offer, and look forward to the next 25 years of helping to
shape the financial futures of our clients,” concluded Sandra.
With its clear focus on the delivery of quality service Edgewater also
retains a strong commitment to the local community. As a partner of the
Isle of Man Sporting and Dining Club the firm has sponsored events since
2018, helping raise more than £40,000 for local charities by bringing topclass, celebrity speakers to the Island.
It’s a partnership that’s set to continue: “We are retaining our sponsorship
this year. To be able to support these events and help choose the local
charities that benefit from the money raised is very fulfilling,” said Sandra.

Andie Forsyth (Financial Consultant – Corporate
Solutions) & Colin Moore (Senior Financial Consultant /
Investment Manager)
John Walker, who now heads Edgewater’s Corporate Solutions Division
and Financial Consultant, Samantha Hall, are examples of client managers
who joined the firm and worked hard to pass the relevant exams and
become professionally qualified in their respective disciplines: “Much
has been made in the press of the age profile of our profession, with one
recent survey claiming one in three financial advisers plan to retire in the
next 10 years.

“We have come a long way at Edgewater Associates, but in some ways, it
feels as though the journey has just begun.”
You can find more about the team at Edgewater Associates, plus details
of career opportunities and the services the company offers at its
comprehensive website, which also includes industry insights. Visit www.
edgewater.co.im

However, with four of our new advisers aged under 35, we are pleased to
be bucking the trend. I am reassured that the future of financial advice on
the Isle of Man is in safe hands,” added Sandra.
If the events of recent years have taught Sandra anything it’s the need to
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Lifestyle
H E L P I NG

YOU M A K E THE MOST

OF WORK AN D PLAY

Living a full and productive life is all about finding the right balance between work and play.
Here at B365 we know the importance of both. Our new lifestyle section covers topics
including travel, motoring, property, health, sport and leisure.
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B365 – bringing a bit of balance into your life!

MyBiosphere

This month, Haydn Rawstron writes:

M

y ancestors were Celtic (Irish) and English (Lancashire). These
near-Manx ancestors emigrated to New Zealand, where I was
born not far from Christchurch.

My musical training was as a treble in Christchurch Cathedral Choir and this
vocal ancestry came from Lancashire. Arthur Rawstron was a fine bass in
the North of England, winning the Blackpool Singing Competition in 1908,
1909 and 1910. His second cousin, once removed, was my father, and
another such cousin is the world famous singer, Kiri te Kanawa, born Claire
Louise Rawstron.
When I first visited the Isle of Man in the mid-1990s, I was struck by
the independence of its people, the antiquity of the Island, a healthy
relationship towards time and echoes of the world in which I had been
born. I left my homeland in 1968 to go, as an undergraduate, to Christ
Church, Oxford (after which Christchurch, New Zealand is named) to read
music.
My work after Oxford took me to every corner of Europe. Nowhere did I
find such a strong echo of where I had come from, as here on the Isle of
Man. Were my Lancashire and Irish ancestral threads here intertwined?
I brought Dorothee, my German fiancée, to the Island in 1999. She
asked: ‘can we live here when we get married?’ Dorothee, an active
freelance opera singer and I, a manager of international opera singers and
conductors, lived out of suitcases in those days and so our marital home
became Castletown, a perfect antidote to the turbulence of theatres and
busy cities.
I improvised a performing format for the Island, Dorothee singing and I
playing keyboard and narrating. For each programme we included various
accompanying instrumentalists and from the beginning I wrote a story for
each programme, narrated in short ‘chapters’ between the sung pieces. We
gave such performances all over the Island.
One day in 2012, the idea for Narropera came to me: why not use my
improvised narrative/musical format to present the story and music of a
single opera? In January 2013, Narropera was born, with Mozart’s The
Marriage of Figaro.
We decided on a trio formation for Narropera (a singer, a violinist and a
pianist/narrator). Since 2013, The Narropera Trio has given more than 100
performances in Germany, England, New Zealand and, of course, on the
Isle of Man. On the Island, Narropera became an annual feature from the
outset, with performances in the Peel Centenary Centre, in the Gaiety
Theatre and in the Erin Arts Centre.
Since 2016 our Island performances have all been in Peel, each in
association with Hospice Isle of Man. Post-crisis, we will re-start our Island
performances with Carl Maria von Weber’s wonderful masterpiece opera,
Der Freischütz (The Devil’s Marksman).
If my Lancashire genes account for my love of the art of singing, perhaps
my Celtic genes are the inspiration for my love of the narrative tale. If so,
then no place has been more inspirational than the hermit’s little ruin near
Eairy Cushlin, in its cul-de-sac facing the Irish Sea....and eternity.

Haydn Rawstron is a flying Kiwi, musician,
entrepreneur and inventor of a new opera format,
Narropera.

To find out more about UNESCO Biosphere Isle of Man, or to apply to be a partner, visit
www.biosphere.im, email biosphere@gov.im or ring 01624 686080.
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BIOSPHERE

#

The Isle of Man is the only entire nation to boast UNESCO Biosphere
status, reflecting it is a special place for people and nature.
In our regular feature, authors from different walks of Manx life offer a
personal perspective on #MyBiosphere.

PROPERTY

THERE’S LITTLE POLITICAL
DESIRE TO SANCTION A HIKE
IN INTEREST RATES
BY PETER SHARKEY

I’ve kept a well-thumbed, blue cardboard file on a bookcase behind my desk for years.
It’s jam-packed with estate agents’ property details, forthcoming property auction dates
and particulars, plus lists of once current mortgage rates. It’s much easier to use than a
mobile phone, not least because it can accommodate notes, ideas relating to specific
property and most important of all, calculations.

O

ver the years, a form of calculation
shorthand has developed which
extends beyond the normal
abbreviations of LTV (loan-to-value) and NAV
(net asset value). The file includes hundreds of
figures followed by lettering such as FR (fixed
rate) VR (variable rate) IO (interest only), as well
as a series of others. Loan-related abbreviations
are used mush more frequently than others.
As most property investors and developers
will tell you, central to the success of almost
every real estate project is the cost of money
as reflected in prevailing mortgage, or other,
short term, interest rates. So when the Bank of
England’s Paul Schmelzing suggested at the
end of November that rock-bottom interest
rates are likely to become “a permanent and
protracted monetary policy problem,” existing
and would-be property investors sat up and
took note.
Financial markets appear to be in complete
agreement with Mr Schelzing: the current yield
on 10-year gilts is minus 2.2 percent, but could
interest rates rise?
As the dark spectre of inflation hovers
menacingly and threatens to move from what
we thought was a permanent background role
to the full glare of centre stage, one of the most
effective central bank tools for tackling it is to
increase interest rates.
However, for the time being at
least, this particular tool
appears likely to
remain unused;
indeed,

real interest rates could stay low for years. Mr
Schmelzing adds that “Global real [interest] rates
have shown a persistent downward trend over
the past five centuries.”
Such data might prove useful to the economic
historian, but it’s worth recalling that although
base interest rates have remained anchored at
rock-bottom levels for more than a dozen years,
it doesn’t take a significant increase before
the property investors’ plans must be revised.
Remember: in 2007-08, rates averaged 5.7%; a
decade before, they were 7.2% and ten years
before that they were 9.5%. Considering rates
over a thirty-year term is more applicable to
investors than gauging performance over 500
years.
Fortunately, there is little political desire to
sanction a hike in interest rates; it’s more
important to keep the cost of borrowing down
for a multitude of reasons.
For example, lower rates benefit industry and
act as a spur to corporate investment, whereas
higher rates act as a deterrent for companies
to build inventories and create additional
production capacity.
Higher interest rates are also likely to have a
direct impact upon consumer demand which
tends to fall as borrowing costs rise and
households’ income is hit.
Increased interest rates also
deters companies from hiring
staff, which, in turn, contributes
to unemployment, accounts
for a direct fall in consumer
demand and reduces
corporate productivity. In
short, if the inflationary
threat appears
temporary, as
economists would
have us believe,

then why increase interest rates? Thankfully,
sensible governments are thinking along similar
lines.
If, therefore, it’s reasonable to assume that rates
will stay put at their current historically low level,
we could be entering an exciting period for
investors keen to supplement or build a property
portfolio.
A quick browse of mortgage comparison
websites reveal a succession of attractive deals.
Virgin Money, for example, are offering 30-year
interest-only mortgages, with the first three years
fixed at 1.38%. Assuming a purchase price of
£250,000 and borrowing on a 70% loan-to-value
basis, the mortgage would cost £201.25 per
month. Arrangement and other fees, however,
amount to a chunky £2,239.
The fees on TSB’s fixed 10-year, interest-only
mortgage come to a more palatable £995,
although the bank’s mortgage rate is 2.29%,
making the monthly repayment £333.96.
To put these calculations into historic context:
back when interest rates averaged 9.5% (see
above), the same loan would cost an eyepopping £1,385.42 a month.
“Despite the very real threat of inflation, there
doesn’t appear to be any corresponding
political or fiscal appetite to increase interest
rates,” observes James Greenhalgh, chief
executive of Island-based Hartford Homes.
“This is good news for every category of
property buyer, because they can lock into very
attractive longer-term mortgage deals,” adds Mr
Greenhalgh, who notes that “Current property
values reflect banks’ willingness to lend.”
With yields hovering around 4%, the opportunity
to establish, or build upon a property investment
portfolio is underpinned by calculations that
currently make such projects look particularly
attractive.

Hartford Homes currently have a range of
modern, new build investment properties
available for sale, yielding around 5%.

For details email sales@hartford.im or telephone 01624 631000
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67% FEEL MENTAL WELL-BEING HAS BEEN
IMPACTED BY PANDEMIC
A new survey of the employees of the UK’s small businesses by Purbeck Personal
Guarantee Insurance, the UK’s only provider of personal guarantee insurance, has
found that 25% feel more stressed and anxious than prior to the pandemic, 18% feel
isolated, 18% are not sleeping well and 16% feel more depressed. More people (20%)
feel worried about their mental health than their physical health (16%).

F

urthermore 26% are worried about money,
making this the chief cause of concern
for small business workers. Cost of living
increases will have a big part to play but the
survey also found that 56% have not had a pay
rise in the past year. Of those that have had
a pay rise (35%), men were more likely than
women to have seen a boost to their wages in
2021. 9% had a bonus instead of a pay rise.
Overall, the survey found that 67% of workers
feel their mental well-being has been impacted
by the pandemic. This is a marginal increase
on 65% recorded in the same survey in 2021,
conducted during the winter 20/21 lockdown.
Todd Davison, MD of Purbeck Insurance
Services told B365: “2022 has had a much

better start than 2021 yet we are not seeing a
marked improvement in the mental health of
the UK’s small business workers, in fact it has
deteriorated which will be a big concern to
small business owners. This will be down to a
combination of factors, not least fears over the
rising cost of living balanced against the fact
that income has not increased in the past year
for over half of those we surveyed. This isn’t
wholly surprising as many small businesses
are in recovery mode. At the same time, most
pandemic support measures have now scaled
back meaning small firms are having to stand on
their own two feet financially.

2021 was our busiest month to date as small
business owners secured new finance to
sustain and grow their businesses. Clearly, we
are by no means out of the woods as far as
the pandemic is concerned and this year will
be tough for many small firms. However, there
are reasons to be positive and small business
owners are in a good position to recognise
when their employees are struggling with
stresses and anxieties and can encourage them
to seek support from friends, family and health
professionals. While they may not be a position
do much about money worries, rewards don’t
always need to be financial.”

“Purbeck protects small business owners and
directors from the risks of signing personal
guarantees for business loans, and October
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MONEY WORRIES TOP CONCERNS
OF SMALL BUSINESS WORKERS

TRAVEL

TRAVEL HAS MANY
BENEFITS
BY MARK BIBBY JACKSON,
TRAVELBEGINSAT40.COM

My first major trip—to Asia and beyond—was in 1994. Travelling has literally changed
my life and given me a fresh perspective. Now, while I don’t necessarily advocate
you give up your job to go off travelling and even live in another country (as I did), I
do recommend you do start travelling again when rules allow.

S

outheast Asia is a region I know well
having lived there for the best part of a
decade, developing many good friends
along the way. It has changed the way I view
life and given me a greater perspective on how
people live their lives around the world. I truly
believe that if more people travelled further,
many of the world’s problems would disappear
as we gain a greater understanding of other
communities and realise how much we share.

When it is safe
to travel, I urge
you to consider
doing so in a
better way than
before Covid.
Naturally, there is travelling and travelling. On
my only trip to Cuba at the end of the 1990s, I
went on a package trip with a group of fellow
travellers from the UK. They stayed in the notso-luxury resort while my partner and I went
exploring both the capital Havana and other
parts of the country. When we met up back
at our hotel at the end of the week, the other
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passengers were complaining of the service,
the beach, the food, etc, while we talked of our
wonderful experiences.
Travel Is Vital for Local Communities
The closer you get to your host community
and the more time you get to spend with them,
the more you will gain from your travel. I am a
strong advocate of slow travel. The benefits
from immersing yourself in the culture and
food of your host community are enormous.
By going on a whistle stop tour of a country or
region, or even worse never leaving your luxury
all-inclusive resort, you are denying yourself
great opportunities to enrich your experience. It
is a bit like going on a cruise and never leaving
the ship.
And it is not just you who will benefit from your
travel.
While the latter half of the last decade
saw many people

complain about the effects of over-tourism
and point out the genuine environmental
consequences of travel and its contribution
to climate change, Covid has shown us how
the absence of travel can have calamitous
consequences on both economies and
communities.
When a friend of mine posted on LinkedIn to
mark the 500th day of travel restrictions in
Cambodia, I stopped to think about that for a
moment. That is 500 days cut off from your
market. Another friend who runs an ethical travel
company in Southeast Asia informed me that
they fully expect to go two years without income
by the time travel restrictions are fully lifted.
These are not major tour operators and
international hotel chains. They are
relatively small-scale

The closer you
get to your host
community and
the more time you
get to spend with
them, the more
you will gain from
your travel
Travel Back Better
At the moment, travel rules are still … flexible.
Please do check how safe it is to visit the
destination you have in mind. Cambodia for
instance has the second most advanced
vaccination programme in Southeast Asia, after
Singapore, with all the adult population in the
capital Phnom Penh now fully vaccinated. More
than 70% of the adult population nationwide
have had their first jab and nearly 50% of the
adult population have had the second jab.

When it is
safe to travel,
I urge you
to consider
doing so in
a better way
than before
Covid.

About the author

Various
surveys have
indicated
people want
their travel
to be more
sustainable,
and to have a greater benefit for the local
community. Although there is little alternative
to flying for long haul destinations, we can
at least offset our carbon footprint through
schemes such as Trees4Travel, which is
investing travellers’ money in reforestation and
conservation projects.

Mark Bibby Jackson is passionate about
travel and sharing the joys of visiting new
places and people. He is founder and
group editor of websites Travel Begins at
40 and London Begins at 40, as well as
the award-winning author of three thrillers
set in Cambodia. He is the former editor
of AsiaLIFE Cambodia, ASEAN Forum and
Horizon Thailand magazines.

We can also ensure that our travel has a
greater benefit for our host community through
choosing ethical travel companies, such as
Intrepid or Khiri, that have sustainability wired
into the DNA of their business models. And by
slowing down our travel and spending more
time with communities, we will benefit from a
far more enriching experience, and the local
communities will benefit from us.

Web:

https://www.travelbeginsat40.
com/
https://www.
markbibbyjackson.co.uk/
https://www.
londonbeginsat40.com/
Twitter:
@TravelBegins40
Facebook @TravelBeginsat40
Instagram: @TravelBeginsat40
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/
mark-bibby-jackson-aa541613/
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entrepreneurs who employ many local staff
who in turn feed their families. The economic
consequences of Covid will be around for
many years to come. I recently received a
post on Facebook from a tuk tuk driver I use
in Cambodia who was complaining about his
lack of income due to the absence of tourism. It
simply said, “What can I do?”

COMMUNITY
w

THE INAUGURAL CHARITABLE
GREAT MANX RUN BRINGING
COMMUNITIES TOGETHER ON
9TH APRIL 2022

The inaugural charitable
Great Manx Run
Saturday, 9 April 2022

Isle Listen and The Children’s Centre, have released
details of a joint initiative to host a large-scale community
running event called The Great Manx Run, generously
supported by Manx Gas.

W

ith the specific aim of bring communities together, the organisers are inviting any Manx
charity, club or association (sporting or not) to get involved and encourage their supporters
to participate in the event and raise funds for their chosen local cause. The event
organisers are keen to celebrate the inclusivity of the Isle of Man by bringing together all sorts of
causes close to our hearts.
Joff Whitten, Head of The Children’s Centre, told B365: ‘We’re only a team of 23 staff at The
Children’s Centre, yet one of our key fundraising activities is challenge events for the whole island.
We felt we could offer this experience to help other organisations to join in and raise funds. We are
also very committed to being a collaborative organisation, which enables us to support as many
people as we can. Collaboration is important to us as working with children, young people and
families to help them achieve their potential is what we do and this is only possible through working
together; with schools, with other charities and within the families themselves.’
The event will take place on 9th April 2022 and will be open to runners of all abilities wishing to take
part and run a choice of 1 mile fun run, a relay (with a team of four each running just over 6 miles), a
half-marathon or a full marathon.
Thanks to the generous support of Manx Gas, 100% of the participants’ entry fees will be divided
between the local causes registered and involved in the event. Sarah Jarvis, Head of Marketing at
Manx Gas, said:“Manx Gas are very excited to support this inaugural event which will bring together
our amazing Manx community to raise much-needed funds for their chosen local cause, after what
has been a difficult couple of years due to the global pandemic. We would encourage everyone to
get in involved, whatever your age or fitness level: there really will be something for everyone!”
Isle Listen’s Head of Marketing, Symon Walmsley, added: “We are very aware of the benefits of
exercise linked to positive mental wellbeing. Many people tell us that they find it very beneficial
having a challenge to work towards to encourage them to get out and exercise during the darker,
winter months which in turn has a positive impact on their mental health. Also, the act of giving, by
way of fundraising for a good cause, is very powerful in boosting your mood. Therefore, no matter
which local charity, club or association each runner decides to support, we hope that by bringing our
community together in this way will boost people’s mental and, of course, their physical health”.
If you are interested in entering the event, more information will follow in the New Year. In the
meantime, the charities are asking participants to save the date in their diaries.
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If you represent a Manx charity,
club or association and would
like to be involved with the
event, please register interest
at www.greatmanxrun.im.

2022 has begun with a flurry of activity at the Great Laxey Wheel, where contractors have
commenced work on a project to repair and conserve the iconic waterwheel.

D

esigned by the Victorian engineer, Robert Casement, the wheel
was completed in 1854 to pump water from the depths of the
Laxey mines using water from Glen Mooar to power the wheel. The
impressive 22.1m (72.6 feet) diameter structure found immediate popularity
and has remained one of the Island’s most iconic and dramatic attractions
for 168 years.
John-Paul Walker, Historic Buildings Architect for Manx National Heritage,
the charity responsible for the Island’s natural and cultural heritage said:
“Following a competitive tendering process, we are delighted to be
working alongside Auldyn Construction, who will undertake phase 1 of the
project. This will see old render and defective timbers replaced and the
wheel, housing, railings and viewing platform re-painted. Works will take
place over a four-month period.
We are also delighted and extremely grateful for the assistance of the
Laxey Mines Research Group, whose expert volunteers will be undertaking
essential preparatory works for the second phase of the conservation

work. The Laxey Mines Research Group have been directly involved
with the Laxey site since the 1980s and bring unparalleled expertise and
knowledge to the project. The second phase of the works will see repairs
to the T-rocker, along with the rods, bogies and rod duct”.
Plans are being put in place for managed public access to see these major
conservation works as they happen, providing a fascinating insight into the
skills and challenges involved in the repair and conservation of this iconic
monument. Conservation work of this scale to the Lady Isabella only take
place once or twice in a lifetime and the commencement of this project
marks a significant moment in, not only the history of the Laxey Wheel but
also in our Island’s history.
This unique conservation project to get the iconic Laxey Wheel turning
again is jointly funded by Manx National Heritage and the Isle of Man
Government. It offers a rare opportunity to study and work on one of the
Isle of Man’s most treasured ancient monuments and the largest working
water wheel in the world, which will re-open in time for TT 2022.
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LAXEY WHEEL CONSERVATION
PROJECT GETS UNDERWAY

PROPERTY

HOMEOWNERS NEW YEAR
SPENDING SPREE

After a busy year for the UK property market, GetAgent.co.uk has revealed the New
Year’s resolutions homebuyers are setting for their home and the improvements they’re
planning to spend thousands on in the process.

A

bove and beyond the aspiration of owning our own property, we
also like to make our house a home and for many, this means
putting our own personal stamp on it. So it’s only natural that the
property market boom spurred by the stamp duty holiday looks set to be
followed by a boom in home improvements.
69% of homebuyers to have purchased a property in the last six months
have plans to improve their property, with 52% planning minor aesthetic
improvements while 17% are going the whole hog with major changes
such as an extension.

In terms of the areas of the home we’re looking to improve the most, the
kitchen ranks top with the garden and bedrooms also an important area
of focus.
Our bathrooms, living rooms and external spaces follow are the next most
likely areas for a home improvement makeover.
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There will always be some unexpected costs so budgeting a little extra is
advised but at the very least you should get a full view of costs and times
before undertaking any project to avoid months on end of living in a half
finished house.

But how much are we willing to spend?
For most of us (33%), a budget of £500 to £1,000 is as much as we’re
planning to spend although many homebuyers have slightly more
ambitious budgets of up to £5,000. But for 11%, a huge budget of £20,000
or more is required to ensure our homes are just right for the years ahead.
Founder and CEO of GetAgent.co.uk, Colby Short, told B365:
“Home improvements are part and parcel of homeownership and January
is often the time we sit down and think about what changes we want to
make to our home. Whether you’re painting the bedroom or adding an
extension, the key to success is planning and determination to follow
through with those plans.

It’s also important to note that the cost of materials has climbed
substantially while the availability of tradespeople has dwindled due to
high demand. So you might not be able to get your home improvements
sorted as soon as you planned or for the cost you originally expected.”

Survey of 1,101 recent UK homebuyers (last six months)
carried out by GetAgent via consumer research
platform https://findoutnow.co.uk
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A fresh lick of paint is the most common task on the to-do list, with new
flooring, landscaping the garden, new furniture and new appliances also
the most common improvements being made.

MOTORING

DRIVERS URGE MORE INVESTMENT
IN HYDROGEN VEHICLES - VENSON
SURVEY REVEALS STRONG APPETITE
FOR ALTERNATIVE TO ELECTRIC

F

ollowing the UK Government’s recent
announcement of incentives to boost
production of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, a
Venson Automotive Solutions survey has shown
that drivers want manufacturers to dramatically
increase investment in the technology. 63%
of respondents believe vehicle manufacturers
should invest as much time and money in
bringing hydrogen cars to UK roads, as they are
with electric vehicles (EVs).s.
When asked about their potential interest in
owning a hydrogen-powered vehicle, if price,
availability and the charging infrastructure were
comparable to the EV alternative, respondents
were very open to hydrogen. 11% believe they
would definitely choose a hydrogen vehicle
while only 7% more would opt for an EV. 39%
would consider both EV and hydrogen and
make an informed choice based on budget and
vehicle model preferences, while just 6% would
use emissions credentials as the deciding-factor.
“Although drivers are looking at how they
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can reduce the environmental impact of their
vehicles, the old priorities still take precedent,”
commented Alison Bell, Marketing Director for

Venson Automotive Solutions. “We all want to
do what we can to reduce our emissions but not
many of us can afford to be led entirely by the
emissions data. The vehicle must still be both
affordable and suitable for the individual driver’s
requirements. The range of electric vehicles
has grown rapidly, and with the right investment
and innovation, hydrogen vehicles should soon
follow suit.”

The latest Venson white paper, ‘On the Road
to Hydrogen’, aims to help fleet managers
make informed and objective decisions and
include the best vehicle options on their fleets.
Highlighting the pros and cons of electric,
hydrogen fuel cell and natural gas power
options for various fleets, the paper explains
how hydrogen is being used successfully
in local fleets and on constructions sites but
additional infrastructure will be essential for
mainstream adoption.
Alison Bell continued: “It is undeniable that
more investment is needed in hydrogen
powered vehicles, fuel production and refuelling
infrastructure. However, it is also essential that
consumers and fleet drivers are provided with
more information on the benefits and options
available. Hydrogen may not be a practical
option for all fleets today, but it needs to be
considered for use in the future, as increased
investment leads to falling prices, wider choice
and better infrastructure.”

THE SUSTAINABLE ALTERNATIVE
FOR THE FUTURE

T

echnology is changing every aspect
of our lives, and transport is pushing
the trend of sustainability with greener
alternatives. Between commuting, sport, and
public infrastructure, electrical enabled devices
and vehicles are changing our expectations
for the future. Here, we look at the technology
which is changing transport, courtesy of www.
leisurelakesbikes.com
The extra push
While it is not exactly reinventing the wheel,
electric bikes have revolutionised the way
that we cycle. Strangely, the e-bike has been
around for the best part of a century, but its
prominence has been propelled in recent years
as commuters look for greener and safer ways
to commute.
The e-bike does not replace effort completely
— users must still pedal to activate the motor.
But the assisted momentum is useful for those

difficult hills or long routes. In fact, where the
average cyclist may only travel at about 10 miles
per hour, e-bikes can hit speeds of 15.5 miles
per hour in the UK, as is their legal limit. For
people who use bicycles for commuting, this
may reduce their journey time by 50 per cent.
Of course, e-bikes are a unique piece of
technology as they encourage less-active
individuals to take on a more active form of
transport. Even light pedalling to activate the
motor has health benefits. In time, the accessory
may encourage people to ride a normal bicycle
and put in the work for more health benefits.
E-bikes, in this sense, can be a gateway to a
healthier lifestyle.
Throttle to the future
Green alternatives to travel are not just shaking
up commuting. Motorsport is the latest activity
to be launched into a technologically enabled
future. Formula E is a single-seater motorsport
championship which uses only electric cars.
Its popularity is growing. Google has recorded
an increased search power of 135 per cent
between its conception in March 2011 and the
closing of its sixth season in August 2020.
The sport has been hailed as an innovation
to the traditional fuel-guzzling nature of motor
racing. The sport was championed by MEP
and then future-President of the European
Parliament, Antonio Tajani. He believed that
the sport would inspire the electrification of the
automobile industry, helping to reduce carbondioxide emissions through the introduction of
hybrid and electric systems.

In December 2019, the sport’s governing body,
the FIA, decided that from its 2020–21 season,
Formula E would be given world championship
status. This was a monumental move for the
organisation, not to mention for a sport so
young. The decision made Formula E the first
single-seater racing series outside Formula
One to be given world championship status.
The popularity and new-found prominence of
the electric sport prove the willingness of fans
and the public to accept greener innovations of
traditional activities.
The driver on the bus… isn’t there
The traditional children’s song may have to rejig
a verse or two when they appreciate the future
of public transport. The bus industry is now
becoming both greener and more intelligent,
with autonomous and electric vehicles.
In 2019, Volvo unveiled the world’s first full
size autonomous electric bus. Two of the
vehicles would be launched at the Nanyang
Technological University in Singapore, trialling
their use in a dedicated smart campus.
Of course, electric buses are not such a recent
innovation, being common for public use across
the world. There are currently 51 electric buses
operating in London.
However, the innovation of autonomous electric
buses makes the proposition of future public
transport even more exciting. The Stagecoach
Group has said it is trialling autonomous buses
in a depot in Manchester.
The Society of Automotive Engineers has
defined five levels of autonomy. Stage
five means that vehicles are completely
autonomous. Stagecoach has said its buses
will operate at level four. This means that the
buses will drive themselves, will not require the
driver to take over for some manoeuvres, but
it must meet specified conditions to engage in
autonomy.
Technology has given us a reason to be excited
about the future. Whether it means we can travel
further afield on our bike or enjoy sustainable
sport, technology means that everyone can
have a stake in a healthy and environmentally
friendly lifestyle. A small investment in these
incredible innovations means that we can turn
most aspects of our life into one of prosperity,
be that commuting or enjoying time at home
with the family.
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PREMIUM DEFLATION SLOWS IN
THE CAR INSURANCE MARKET
 The cost of car insurance is beginning to tick
upwards in some UK regions after the COVID
pandemic brought insurance costs down for
many motorists.

 The average motor premium in the UK is now
£782.

As new rules on pricing zoom into view for insurers, the direction of travel for the cost of car insurance
may be about to change after months of COVID-related contractions, according to insurance pricing
experts, Consumer Intelligence.

P

remiums have edged ever-so-slightly
downwards by 0.6% in the last three
months – with some UK regions even
beginning to see premiums rise for the first time
in over a year. The average motor premium
in the UK is now £782. The figure for the Isle
of Man is considerably lower, though precise
information isn’t available.
Prior to this quarter and earlier in the pandemic,
premiums had plummeted due to stricter COVID
restrictions – when fewer cars were on the
road, which had brought about a reduction in
accidents and claims. Fast forward to today
and insurers appear to be jostling for position
in response to the new rules to tackle price
walking.
Harriet Devonald, Consumer Intelligence’s
insurance pricing expert, says: “It’s a complicated
market, and we’re seeing a lot of different
strategies in play. Ahead of 1 Jan, we saw some
insurers being aggressive, perhaps chasing
volume ahead of GIPP but I wouldn’t say
anyone appeared to go ‘all-out’ on that tactic.
Others are conspicuously subdued and steady
in their competitive performance, doing the
bare minimum to keep up with the market and
maintain at least a solid baseline of competitive
presence.
“We see this with some of the bigger players,
likely with larger back-books – so, perhaps,
they’ve been investing in maintaining those
back-books at GIPP-ready rates. However other
brands seem to have been focused on the
product side when it comes to new business –
rolling out tiered products.
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“It all bodes for an interesting few months ahead
in the UK motor insurance market.”
Long- term view
Average overall premiums have increased 12.5%
since October 2013 when Consumer Intelligence
first started collecting data. Although prices
are still 20% off their September 2017 pricing
peak, with the COVID-19 pandemic subduing
car insurance premiums for much of the last 18
months.

Telematics
The COVID-19 pandemic continues to be a
catalyst for growth for the telematics sector.
Today, 28% of the five cheapest insurance
quotes now come from telematics firms. It’s
the highest figure ever recorded by Consumer
Intelligence.
Much of this growth is in our middle-aged and
older categories, who have traditionally been
slow to embrace the technology.

Age differences
In the last three months, we’ve seen something
of a divergence in prices within our age
categories.

Telematics policies base your premiums on how
you drive, with insurance becoming cheaper for
safer drivers.

Average yearly premiums for the over-50s
have now risen 0.6% in the last three months.
Whereas motorists aged 25-49 recorded slight
declines of 0.5% over the same period, while our
youngest cohort – the under-25s – witnessed
much steeper falls of 2.5%.

As many as 21% of the cheapest five quotes for
motorists aged 25-49 are now from telematics
providers – again, the highest figure recorded
by us. Similarly, 8% of quotes for the over-50s
are now telematics-based. Take-up with the
under-25s remains high, too, with 65% of their
quotes now based around telematics policies.

The annual cost of car insurance is now typically
£1,717 for the under-25s; this compares to £580
for those aged 25-49 and just £350 for the
over-50s. “Even with telematics policies working
hard to keep pricing affordable, there is still a
huge difference between our age groups,” says
Devonald.

The start of the year is a time where many Brits start reviewing and planning their
finances for the year, especially those looking to retire within the next few years.

P

rivate and Commercial Bank Arbuthnot Latham has surveyed 300
respondents asking the question “Are you ready for retirement?” to
discover the UK’s attitude towards retirement.

As the topic of retirement can be confusing for many, especially as of
recent, with the talk of changes to the retirement age, The survey asked
how Brit’s plan to spend their time, where they will live and how they will
fund their retirement.

Arbuthnot Latham found that 31% of respondents felt ‘in control and
organised’, which means they have made some future life and financial
plans and have a good idea of how they will spend their time once they
stop working.
Just over 30% of respondents didn’t fit a straightforward attitude, with
answers spread over several profiles, showing mixed attitudes towards
their life after work in terms of readiness and preparation.

In Control & Organised

31% of respondents

Adventurous & Energetic

10% of respondents

Around 19% expressed a ‘cautiously optimistic’ attitude. These people are
less sure about what the future holds and might benefit from considering
their future wants and needs and developing a plan to help them enjoy
their retirement when it comes.

Cautiously optimistic

19% of respondents

Of the remaining respondents, 10% would describe themselves as
‘adventurous and energetic’, and the remaining 10% were ‘open to options.

Open to options

10% of respondents

A bit of everything

30% of respondents

As Searches for “What age can I retire” have shot up 350% over the last
three months, the topic proves to be on many minds currently.

Those who identify as ‘adventurous and optimistic’ plan to live life to the
full, enjoying every minute of their retirement and filling their days with new
experiences. Those ‘open to options’ may be further away from retirement
and as yet have not given their retirement too much thought.
The survey found that Brits have 5 key attitude Brits have towards
retirement, these include:
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WHEN CAN I RETIRE?

HEALTH & WORKPLACE

ALMOST A THIRD OF BRITS EXPERIENCE
WORK RELATED PAIN EVERY WEEK
 1 in 5 people have taken up to a week off work
due to work related injury
 Lower back pain caused by work came out on
top for males and females

 Expert advice reveals how to avoid injury at
work

A new study has found that a surprisingly high number of Brits are suffering from frequent pain or
injuries while at work.

T

he research, conducted by hot tub
and hydrotherapy specialists, Jacuzzi,
revealed that almost a third (32%) of Brits
experience work related pain every week, with
lower back pain topping the list as the most
common work-related affliction and 43% of
people claimed their work environment caused
them to suffer back pain.
However, it is not just lower back pain that is felt
by workers, the survey found that neck (37%)
and shoulder pain (31%) is common too.

Top 10 areas of the body
experiencing pain due to the
work environment are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Lower back
Neck
Shoulders
Upper back
Hands
Head
Arms
Knees
Feet
Legs

The research also asked workers across a
range of occupations about their experiences of
pain in the workplace. The results found it was
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office workers who were most likely to need
time off due to a work injury or strain.
Nearly a quarter (23%) of construction workers
have taken between one and two weeks off
work due to pain or injury at work, with 31%
saying they felt pain due to work more than
once a week.
In comparison, over half (56%) of office workers
have never taken time off work due to injury
at work, despite 58% claiming to feel pain
more than once a month due to their work
environment.
Many episodes of pain can be the result of
strains and over-exertion at work, creating
tension in the muscles and soft tissues all
over the body. As a result, this restricts proper
circulation and sends pain signals to the brain.
There are multiple ways to treat and manage
pain from pain management medication,
physiotherapy or heat therapy. For any pain and
stiffness, the use of heat is a convenient way to
get some relief as the heat dilates local blood
vessels and increases blood flow, which may
improve blood circulation in the painful or stiff
area while warming up the muscles and other
soft tissues, increasing flexibility, and reducing
muscle tightness.

Tracey Hudson, Executive Director, at HR Dept,
told B365: “It’s worrying to see that regardless
of the industry, a large portion of workers are
experiencing pain, injury or discomfort as a
result of their working conditions.
“It’s no surprise to see back pain is the most
commonly experienced form of pain, as
this is an area of the body that’s put under
considerable stress, whether you’re working at a
desk or on a construction site.
“If you experience pain due to your work, make
sure to raise the issue with a line manager or
your employer’s HR department, as they will
take steps to ensure you are safe, and will
work with Occupational Health or your GP who
can often suggest changes to your working
environment which can help prevent injury or
the recurrence of pain. If these problems persist,
or if you suffer a serious injury whilst at work,
make sure you visit a healthcare professional
and take time off to allow your body to heal.
“Occupational Health can also be accessed by
all companies who will recommend adjustments
and, assuming these are reasonable, then
following their advice could be life-changing for
employees who struggle at work.”

For more information visit: https://blog.jacuzzi.co.uk/wellness-en/pain-in-the-workplace/

Exactly what it says on the tin – news snippets, forthcoming events and information from the
business world.

FURTHER £3.4MILLION COVID
SUPPORT FOR BUSINESSES
The Economic Recovery Group has announced the availability of a further £3.4million
committed to support local businesses in response to continuing pressures around COVID-19.

T

his is in addition to financial support
of over £9million announced earlier in
December.

Treasury Minister David Ashford MHK,
commented: ‘We recognise the difficulties
being faced by different sectors and the
challenges they have ahead over the next
few months. In light of the level of impact
seen over the Christmas period, particularly
within the domestic economy, the Economic
Recovery Group have increased the level
of support available and broadened the
customer-facing sectors which are eligible
for support, facilitated through two financial
assistance schemes. This support is designed
to assist these sectors further alongside
supporting the wider economic base of the
Island.’

•

•

The COVID-19 December
Disruption Scheme opened
for applications this week and
provides grant support of up to
£6,000 to eligible businesses
and self-employed persons
operating in the catering,
hospitality, leisure, retail, lifestyle
and additional domestic sectors
whose turnover was materially
impacted during December 2021,
compared to the same period in
2019 or 2020.
The COVID-19 Winter Disruption
Scheme which opened in
December 2021 provides grant
support to businesses that have
suffered a reduction in turnover,
in the same broad range of
domestic sectors, equivalent to
four years’ business rates. Those
businesses without commercial
premises can claim a single grant
payment of £4,000 to cover the
same period.

The two Schemes are designed to
complement each other, and businesses
may be able to access both grant schemes
for financial support, dependent on their
circumstances.

150 businesses
have already
applied to access
funding through
the Winter
Disruption Scheme
since it opened
for applications,
with almost £500k
already being paid
out in financial
support
To access financial support under either
scheme, applicant businesses will be required
to declare that they have suffered a significant
reduction in turnover during the relevant
qualifying period.
Dr Alex Allinson MHK, Minister for Enterprise,
commented:
‘We recognise that COVID-19 has caused
significant difficulties for businesses over
the winter period, with many experiencing
customer cancellations, and staff disruptions
due to self-isolation, resulting in reduced
trading over the typically busy festive season.
‘The financial commitment announced by the
Economic Recovery Group builds upon what
was announced in December 2021 and has

Information regarding the COVID-19
support available for businesses
can be found by visiting: https://
covid19.gov.im/funding-support-foremployers/
Potential applicants who are unsure
of their eligibility are encouraged to
contact the Department for Enterprise
by email at enterprisesupport@gov.im
or by telephone on 687333.
been made to help businesses navigate these
periods of uncertainty, and the implementation
of the December Disruption Scheme, now
with an increased grant amount being made
available, aims to offer a further level of
support to affected businesses.’
‘150 businesses have already applied to
access funding through the Winter Disruption
Scheme since it opened for applications,
with almost £500k already being paid out in
financial support.’
The Minister for Enterprise continued:
‘In addition to these direct financial support
mechanisms, a range of existing support
measures remain available for businesses
whose trading has been affected by COVID-19.
‘This includes the Coronavirus Adaptation
Scheme, Strategic Capacity Scheme
extension, and the two Coronavirus Loan
Agreements, alongside the recently
announced £500 financial support towards
accountancy services to help businesses
apply for financial support.
‘As always, the Department also offers a fully
funded Business Advisory Service for those
businesses who need general business advice
and support through these difficult trading
conditions.’
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31 MYTHS ABOUT PRODUCTIVITY
DEBUNKED BY EXPERTS
Get up earlier, sleep longer, work from home, never work from your bedroom, get more
exercise, stop procrastinating – every piece of advice on productivity at work seems to
contradict another pearl of wisdom.

S

o, what’s actually the answer? Is there one single answer to the
question of how to be more productive, or is the answer different for
each individual?

Avansas is here to banish some of the myths around what it means to be
productive in the modern workplace…
1. Multitasking is inherently bad - MYTH
It’s true that, for some people, doing several things at once can distract
them and worsen their performance overall. However, everybody is
different, and there are certainly folks out there who thrive under pressure
and stimulation.
2. The early bird gets the worm - MYTH
If we’re talking about nabbing the best sun loungers on holiday, then, yes,
getting up early is an excellent and necessary trait. Elsewhere, however,
not so much. People’s body clocks run on different rhythms. Some of us
are more productive in the morning, some in the evening. Each to their
own.

can be effective. For others, it’s a matter of building up to the largest task,
gaining momentum by completing smaller ones first. This is a great way to
build your confidence, too.
5. Being productive means getting everything done - MYTH
There are only so many hours in a day, and, whether you like it or not,
sooner or later the sun is going to set. Being productive means making
progress; it doesn’t mean completing everything all at once. Even if you’re
inching ahead at a snail’s pace, you’re still moving forward, and that’s
something to take pride in. Many people never move forward at all.
6. Copy the habits of highly successful people - MYTH
There are a hundred thousand factors in success, and try as you might,
you’ll never be able to emulate the same success of those you admire or
aspire to be like. Their personalities are different from yours, their circles
of friends are different from yours, their environments and their childhoods
are different from yours. Focus on being the best version of yourself, rather
than anybody else.
7. Maximize every moment of your day - MYTH
The ‘rise and grind’ mentality leads inevitably to burnout and poor choices.
Making the most of the time we are given is important; however, ‘making
the most of our time’ doesn’t simply refer to moneymaking. Time for family,
friends, and physical and mental health is invaluable.
8. Set big goals Mostly - MYTH
Yes, set big goals. Set gigantic, ridiculous goals. Then break them
down into steps, then break those steps into tiny, micro-goals which are
laughably easy. Tick them off one by one, and watch those big steps and
giant dreams loom ever nearer.
9. Optimize your productivity apps and systems Mostly - MYTH

3. The best way to beat a slump is to take a break Mostly - MYTH
If you’ve found yourself lacking enthusiasm or creativity in your profession,
taking a break can help, yes. It’s what you do with this break, however, that
will determine whether or not you beat the slump. Reading, long walks,
exploring new places, learning new skills, taking up hobbies – all of these
will inspire you, and encourage new neural pathways within the brain
which can jumpstart creativity. Spending a week off work watching daytime
TV and eating Hula Hoops, on the other hand, will not.
4. Get the hard work out of the way first - MYTH
Again, everybody is different. For some of us, starting with the most difficult
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If you’re of a generation raised using pen and paper, productivity apps
won’t necessarily increase your output. They might even slow it down, in
fact. Instead of believing every inspirational app advert touting the next
big time-saver, go about each working day mindfully, observing when you
daydream, when you feel uninspired, when you slack off, and when you
hop to it and produce your best work. Then build your schedule around
these observations.
10. Use rewards - TRUE
Rewards are great. We’re not suggesting, of course, that you shower
yourself in gifts every time you send an email; you should match rewards
to the size of the tasks completed. Hit a difficult deadline after a long

week? Take yourself out for a meal with friends. Send a tricky report in
good time? Reward yourself with a Hobnob and a walk around the park. In
this way, you build positive associations within your brain. Hard work + time
= lovely lovely biscuits.
11. Willpower is finite - TRUE
Nobody’s willpower is infinite. Every great leader throughout history has
struggled and strived and experienced moments of defeat, weakness or
foolishness. Fluctuations in willpower are about as human as it gets.
12. Visualize achieving your goal - TRUE
In order to succeed, you’re going to have to will into existence something
that does not yet exist. That takes a lot of imagination – so get practising.
13. Stay busy - MYTH
We all need a little down time every now and then. Even Superman had his
Fortress of Solitude.
14. An uncompromising regimen will keep you productive - MYTH
Hard pass. An uncompromising regimen will cost you a lot of joy in the
long run, which will ultimately decrease your productivity and urge to
succeed and grow. Never be afraid to ditch the gym in favour of dinner
with loved ones.
15. Do all critical tasks at the end of the day - MYTH
Presumably the logic behind this one is that by cramming all crucial
deadlines into the last few hours of the day, you’ll be driven to work like a
madman. This is… kind of silly. Logically it makes far more sense to perform
crucial tasks at the beginning of the day – therefore if there are any
blockers of hinderances, you’ve time to address them.
16. Higher productivity means more time spent at work - MYTH
There are dozens of studies into this, and they all seem to reach the same
conclusion: nope. People tend to draw out the amount of work they have
to fill the time they’re given. Remember doing your homework as a child
when it was sunny outside? You’d get through it in ten minutes. On rainy
days it’d take two hours. It’s all about motivation, not timescales.
17. Working from the office is more productive - MYTH
This one’s pretty easy to debunk. If the last year and a half has shown us
anything, it’s that some people work better in the office, and some people
work better from home. Some like a combination of the two. There are
plenty of studies to back this up, too!
18. Working under pressure increases productivity - MYTH
This myth is the cause of a lot of animosity in the workplace. Some of us
believe that applying pressure is the best way to get the maximum effort
from our team. These people usually believe this because that’s how they
operate. In reality, everybody is different, and, for a great many people, a
stress-free environment is infinitely more conducive to creativity.
19. Doing everything by yourself makes you productive - MYTH
If Isambard Kingdom Brunel had endeavoured to build the Clifton
Suspension Bridge all on his own, there’d be no statues of him; he’d still be
there today, lugging girders around in his stovepipe hat.
20. Sleep is for lazy people and not for productivity seekers - MYTH
The ‘I’ll sleep when I’m dead’ crowd has a shock headed their way: they’ll
be taking that nap a lot sooner than the rest of us. There are plenty of
books written on the subject of sleep and how absolutely crucial it is for
our mental and physical health. Getting your eight hours a night is one of
the best things you can
do for both your body and
your career.
21. Setting a daily work
routine is a waste of time
- MYTH
Routine helps us form
healthy habits. While
it’s inadvisable to stick
too strictly to a routine,

having some form to your days will certainly help you hit targets and be
productive.
22. An attractive salary increases productivity Mostly - MYTH
Some professions, such as nursing and teaching, require extremely
high levels of energy and determination, without much in the way of
monetary rewards. Earning a higher salary may help in the short term
with productivity, but there are far more important factors at play, such as
believing in your work.
23. Healthy diet has no contribution in productivity - MYTH
Eating a nutrient-rich and varied diet gives you energy and keeps you
healthy. Eating fast food every day, on the other hand, will leave you
feeling sluggish and foggy-headed.
24. Helping others will make you productive - MOSTLY TRUE
While spending your entire day helping others may not help your
productivity (unless you’re a nurse and that’s literally your job), it’s fair to say
that helping your team with their work can make your own work easier in
the long run, thereby increasing your output.
25. Meditation cannot boost productivity - MYTH
Meditation certainly can boost productivity. Through emptying your mind
of worries and stresses, your true priorities can emerge in a logical order,
allowing you to deal with them in a calm and efficient fashion, rather than
sprinting around putting out fires (again – unless you’re employed as a
firefighter).
26. Team bonding activities only work in-person - MYTH
If people can date, play video games and collaborate on songs remotely,
you can be sure they’re able to bond remotely too.
27. Managers don’t need special training for managing hybrid teams
Mostly - MYTH
Moving from managing an in-office team to a hybrid team isn’t an
insurmountable task. However, some special training to aid in things like
smoothing over meetings and finding the best tools for collaboration will
always be useful.
28. Hybrid work models are too complicated to be effectiveve - MYTH
Part of the office working remotely, and part of the office working in the
office? It doesn’t have to be complicated at all, with the right tools and
training – plus plenty of enthusiasm from the team.
29. Remote workers need to always be online/available the same time
as in-person colleagues Mostly - MYTH
What works best is to set core hours for your business – times when
everybody is available for important meetings. Realistically, there are plenty
of meetings your remote workers don’t necessarily need to be a party to.
For crucial meetings, however, it’s reasonable to request their attendance,
even if there is a large time difference and they need to burn the midnight
oil. Just make sure the meeting is worth their time!
30. Those who want to remain remote full-time are anti-social introverts
who are not committed to the culture of their organizations - MYTH
People get their energy from different places. Extroverts enjoy social
interaction, and it gives them energy. Introverts enjoy social interaction too,
but find it draining. With this in mind, it’s perfectly logical that some people
should prefer working in an environment where they are most energised,
whether that’s at home or in the office.
In addition, there is a lot of variation in the kind of work people may be
doing. For solo projects, it’s reasonable to assume that the quiet of working
from home would be more productive than being in the office. For roles
more based around discussion and collaboration, the office may be
preferable.
31. Collaboration and innovation are better done in person - MOSTLY
MYTH
While there is a real joy in working shoulder to shoulder with a colleague
on a project, that’s not to say the quality of the work would be any better or
worse if those shoulders were pixelated!
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POSITIVE NET FLOWS FOR BROOKS
MACDONALD INTERNATIONAL IN
GROUP HALF YEAR TRADING UPDATE
Brooks Macdonald Group plc has published its latest quarterly Funds under Management (FUM)
update and its half year Trading Update for the period ending 31 December 2021, with figures
highlighting continued progress and positive net flows for Brooks Macdonald International.

I

n particular, the International business, which has offices in Jersey,
Guernsey and the Isle of Man, reported an increase in Funds Under
Management (FUM) of 2.8% over the previous six months to stand at
£2.58 billion. Organic net new business was also up 0.5% in the latest
quarter, accompanied by a strong investment performance.

Meanwhile, for the Group overall, the results show that total Group FUM
grew to £17.3 billion in the period, an overall increase of 3.1% over the
quarter and 5.3% over the half year. This reflected increasingly positive
net flows, in line with prior guidance, and positive investment performance.
Group net flows were up 55% compared to the prior quarter.
Richard Hughes, CEO of Brooks Macdonald International, told B365: “This
has been a strong half year for Brooks Macdonald International, reflective
of the momentum we see across the Group. It is pleasing to see a return to
positive net flows for us as well as a rise in our FUM to reach a new record
level, in a period which was made particularly significant by the launch of
our new Isle of Man office as part of our future growth strategy.

Richard Hughes, CEO of Brooks Macdonald International
“We have a growing pipeline of new business, our highly talented people
are continuing to work hard to improve and develop our service to clients
and intermediaries, and we are in a strong position to take advantage of
the great opportunities ahead for Brooks Macdonald.”

FIVE STAR IFGL

Specialist firm AKG has acknowledged International Financial Group Limited (IFGL’s) strength in its
latest independent report.

T

he financial strength assessment rating
and report awarded IFGL brands RL360,
RL360° Services and Friends Provident
International Limited (FPI) a B+ (very strong) for
financial strength. No other international life
company has a higher rating.

Each brand also received five out of five stars
for service.
AKG referred to IFGL as ‘one of the leading
players in the offshore market’. The report
also commented: ‘A management team with a
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consistent set of individuals has provided the
stability to drive a consistent strategy and culture
within the group.’
It said the Group’s position was strengthened
by its 2020 acquisition of Friends Provident
International Limited (FPI). ‘The acquisition has
provided an opportunity to leverage synergies
and develop the infrastructure to support a
significant shift in scale, whilst positioning the
group in a favourable place for any future
acquisitions and integrations.
‘AKG considers IFGL to be a financially
strong standalone operation with very strong
operational characteristics and strategy,
delivered by a consistent management team
which provides a strong basis for further
development.’

IFGL Marketing Director Simon Barwell said: ‘To
once again receive AKG’s external validation
for IFGL, along with our brands and products, is
extremely gratifying.
‘We’ve worked hard to integrate FPI into the
Group this year and have been able to maintain
our high standards of service we’re known for
throughout.
‘We intend to continue this trend and also to
build on our strength as we head into 2022.’
AKG Financial Analytics Ltd specialise in the
provision of ratings, information and market
assistance to the financial services industry.
The company’s reports are designed to provide
advisers the information they need to assess the
relative strengths of offshore long-term insurers.

To find out more about the difference we make or how to get involved
please call or email: info@thechildrenscentre.org.im or 01624 800000

WHICH CHILDREN’S CENTRE FARM ANIMAL ARE YOU?
BY JOFF WHITTEN
Head of The Children’s
Centre

W

e have been incredibly fortunate to be able to
place an article in Business 365 every month over
the last year talking about the work we do. And
we hope some of you have read these articles and perhaps
understood a little of who we work with, how we work with
them and why our vital services are needed.
You may also have come to understand that keeping a
charity running is actually very hard. Especially during a time
of pandemic. For example in the UK 1.6million fewer people
gave to charities in 2021. Probably because they have lost
their income. Which also probably means more charity is
needed. At The Children’s Centre we have seen an increase
of nearly 50% of referrals in the last 3 months alone.
Our services are not funded by government. This means we
must raise every £ we need to deliver the essential services
we do. We work with children, young people and families who
miss out on statutory provision. So those who perhaps aren’t
ill enough to need full time care. Or those to whom school is
a daily challenge and school don’t have the capacity to help
– as schools are already doing an incredible job teaching our
children.
Our work is serious, its heart-breaking and its challenging. I
don’t think we would be best charity we can be if we weren’t
helping those who need our help the most.

Our services
are not
funded by
government.
This means
we must
raise every
£ we need
to deliver
the essential
services we
do

However, our work isn’t always glum and gloomy. Joy, fun and
laughter is actually a massive part of our work. If we can’t help
children be children then I don’t think we would be doing the
best we can.
So what does this have to do with the question of what animal
are you? We want to highlight that play is one of the most
important ways in which children gain essential knowledge
and skills, it’s vital to their learning and development. Play is
meaningful, joyful, actively engaging, iterative and socially
interactive. We can also forget it’s vital for us as adults too.
So we challenge you and your colleagues to identify a likeminded animal from our list below. Follow us on Facebook
@thechildrenscentreisleofman and you can let us know which
animal you are and why!

DONKEY
You’re curious. Highly intelligent. Just a little bit stubborn (er,
we mean determined, honestly). People generally say ‘eh,
what was that’ when you speak.
GOAT
You have a constant desire to explore. Have an incredible
climbing and balancing ability. Are very sociable. You like to
keep things tidy and you may also sneeze as an alarm.
PIG
You’re a very smart animal, with an extremely sensitive nose.
You won’t get lost…or sweat. Surprisingly you’re a short
distance sprinter. You can’t get enough of a good potato and
love a belly rub!
CHICKEN
You like a good routine and are definitely a morning person.
Your favourite film is ‘The Great Escape’. There is no way
you’re ‘roughing it’. And are never short of something to say.
CAT
You’re inquisitive, spirited and active. Affectionate, but only
on your terms. You love a good nap and really don’t like
cucumbers.
RUNNER DUCK
You’re more up for an all-night party than an early morning.
Don’t keep anything clean or tidy. You’re inseparable from
your gang and always look out for each other. You really do
run…a lot!
GUINEA PIG
You’re very chatty (might drive some people mad). Love
plenty of attention and a gentle cuddle. You’re pretty easy
going about life, although are easily startled. A favourite snack
is a dandelion leaf.
SHEEP
You’re very humble, dependable, and extremely gentle and
listen to others. Are surprisingly agile. You’ve got a great
memory for faces and have nearly 360 degree vision. You
have a tendency to go with the crowd without thinking first,
which can get you into trouble!
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TISE SETS NEW RECORD WITH
1,111 NEW LISTINGS IN 2021
The International Stock Exchange (TISE) listed 1,111 new securities during 2021, surpassing its
previous record of 865 set in 2018.

T

he new listing record represents a 33.7%
increase on the 831 securities listed during
2020. It takes the total number of listings
on TISE to 3,669 at the end of 2021, a rise of 16%
year on year.
Cees Vermaas, CEO of TISE, told B365: “It is
fantastic to achieve such significant growth and
set a record for the number of new listings on
TISE during a year. At the same time, we have
enhanced our core bond market proposition
whilst ensuring the very highest standards of
client service. This has helped to develop and
diversify our business proposition and it has
established a basis for further international
growth in the years to come.”
As a leading European professional bond
market, a key development at TISE during
last year was the introduction of the Qualified
Investor Bond Market (QIBM). The QIBM
represents a dedicated exchange offering
for the listing of bonds marketed solely to
international ‘qualified investors.’
Across QIBM in 2021, there were a total of
2,397 new issuances listed, comprising 1,071
entirely new security classes, as well as an
additional 1,326 further issues to existing
listings. There were 142 securitisation bonds
newly listed during 2021, which is more than
double the number listed in 2020. Securitisation
listings included prominent deals from major
international banks backed by a range of
asset classes including auto loans, credit card
receivables, loans to SMEs, as well as residential
and commercial mortgage-backed securities.
In the same period, TISE further cemented its
position as the leading European venue for
listing high yield bonds. There were 151 high
yield bonds newly listed on TISE last year, taking
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the total number of high yield bonds listed on
TISE to 386 at the end of December. In addition,
today there are bonds listed on QIBM from
well over 100 bond programmes, with a 110%
increase in the number securities listed via final
terms in 2021 compared to the previous year.
Within its equity market, TISE has also built on
its position as the second largest market for
listed UK Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs).
There were 15 new UK REITs listed during
2021, including REITs backed by Man Group,
Starwood Capital Group and Goldman Sachs.
There are now 43 UK REITs listed on TISE, which
represents more than 40% of the listed UK REIT
market.

sustainable bonds issued by a sovereign,
The Isle of Man Treasury; and sustainabilitylinked bonds issued by Pfleiderer, a German
headquartered company with 125 years’ history
of sustainably manufacturing wood products.
Mr Vermaas added: “I am absolutely delighted
with the progress we have made as a business
during the last year and I would like to thank
our valued Members for their business and trust
in 2021. Also, I thank the TISE team that has

Overall, in 2021, the UK remained the largest
single source of new business for TISE, followed
by the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man.
However, more than 20% of all issuers listing
securities on TISE last year were domiciled in
either Luxembourg, Ireland or The Netherlands.
TISE’s Membership base also saw its biggest
growth in years, with 7 new Listing Agents last
year from across Guernsey (2), the Isle of Man (1),
Ireland (3) and Jersey (1).
TISE Sustainable, Europe’s most comprehensive
sustainable market segment, was also launched
in 2021 and during the year there was more
than £8 billion of new listings on TISE supporting
environmental, social and sustainable initiatives.
Admissions have included the first humanitarian
catastrophe bond covering pure volcanic
eruption; green bonds issued by the world’s
largest recycler of aluminium, Novelis, the
largest sustainable property developer
in the UK, Canary Wharf Group, and UK
telecommunications company VMED 02;

Cees Vermaas, CEO of TISE

been working so hard to achieve the progress
we have made. I very much look forward to
continue working with our clients, the TISE
team and all our stakeholders during 2022 as
we focus on sustaining future growth through
diversification and scaling up our business.”

CHECK, PLEASE! ADDING UP
THE COSTS OF A FINANCIAL
DATA BREACH
Reliance on email as a fundamental function of business communication has been in place for some
time. But as remote working has become a key factor for the majority of business during 2020, it’s
arguably more important than ever as a communication tool.

T

he fact that roughly 206.4 billion emails are
sent and received each day means we’re
all very familiar with that dreaded feeling
of sending an email with typos, with the wrong
attachment, or to the wrong contact. But this can
be more than just an embarrassing mistake – the
ramifications could, in fact, be catastrophic.

information will have to manage the negative
press and mistrust from existing and potential
customers that could seriously impede the
organisation as a whole. Within such a highly
competitive market, it doesn’t take much for
customers to take their money elsewhere –
customer service and reputation is everything.

In particular, for the financial services industry that
deals with highly sensitive information including
monetary transactions and financial data, the
consequences of this information falling into the
wrong hands could mean the loss of significant
sums of money. Emails of this nature are the Holy
Grail for cyber criminals. So how can financial
services organisations keep their confidential
information secure to safeguard their data and
reputation? Andrea Babbs, UK General Manager,
VIPRE, explains.

Check, please!
Within the financial services sector, the stakes
are high, so an effective, layered cybersecurity
strategy is essential to mitigate risk and keep
sensitive information secure. With this, there
are three critical components that must be
considered:

How much?
According to research from Ponemon Institute
in its Cost of a Data Breach Report 2020,
organisations spend an average of $3.85 million
recovering from security incidents, with the usual
time to identify and contain a breach being 280
days. Accenture’s 2019 Ninth Annual Cost of
Cybercrime found that financial services incurred
the highest cybercrime costs of all industries.
And while examples of external threats seem
to make the headlines, such the Capital One
cyber incident, unintentional or insider breaches
don’t always garner as much attention. Yet they
are both as dangerous as each other. In fact,
human errors (including misdeliveries via email)
are almost twice as likely to result in a confirmed
data disclosure.
Costs will be wide ranging depending on the
scale of each breach, but at a minimum there
will be financial penalties, costs for audits to
understand why the incident happened and what
additional protocols and solutions need to be
implemented to prevent it from happening in the
future. There could also be huge costs involved
for reimbursing customers who may have been
affected by the breach in turn.
Priceless damage
The fallout from data breaches goes far beyond
that of financial penalties and costs. Financial
services businesses have reputations to uphold
in order to maintain a loyal customer base. Those
that fail to protect their customers’ sensitive

1.

Authentication and encryption: Hackers
may try to attack systems directly or
intercept emails via an insecure transport
link. Security protocols are designed to
prevent most instances of unauthorised
interception, content modification and
email spoofing. Adding a dedicated email
to email encryption service to your email
security arsenal increases your protection
in this area. Encryption and authentication,
however, do not safeguard you against
human errors and misdeliveries.

2. Policies and training: Security guidelines
and rules regarding the circulation and
storage of sensitive financial information
are essential, as well as clear steps to
follow when a security incident happens.
Employees must undergo cyber security
awareness training when they join the
organisation and then be enrolled in an
ongoing programme with quarterly or
monthly short, informative sessions. This
training should also incorporate ongoing
phishing simulations, as well as simulated
phishing attacks to demonstrate to users
how these incidents can appear, and
educate them on how to spot and flag them
accordingly. Moreover, automated phishing
simulations can also provide key metrics
and reports on how users are improving
in their training. This reinforcement of the
security messaging, working in tandem
with simulated phishing attacks ensures
that everyone is capable of spotting a
phishing scam or knows how to handle
sensitive information as they are aware and
reminded regularly of the risks involved.

3. Data loss prevention (DLP): DLP solutions
enable the firm to implement security
measures for the detection, control
and prevention of risky email sending
behaviours. Fully technical solutions such as
machine learning can go so far to prevent
breaches, but it is only the human element
that can truly decipher between what is
safe to send, and what is not. In practice,
machine learning will either stop everything
from being sent – becoming more of a
nuisance than support to users – or it will
stop nothing. Rather than disabling time
saving features such as autocomplete
to prevent employees from becoming
complacent when it comes to selecting the
right email recipient, DLP solutions do not
impede the working practices of users but
instead give them a critical second chance
to double check.
It is this double check that can be the critical
factor in an organisation’s cybersecurity efforts.
Users can be prompted based on several
parameters that can be specified. For example,
colleagues in different departments exchanging
confidential documents with each other and
external suppliers means that the TO and CC
fields are likely to have multiple recipients in
them. A simple incorrect email address, or a
cleverly disguised spoofed email cropping up
with emails going back and forth is likely to be
missed without a tool in place to highlight this to
the user, to give them a chance to double check
the accuracy of email recipients and the contents
of attachments.
Conclusion
Email remains a risky, yet essential tool for every
business. But with a layered security strategy in
place consisting of training, authentication tools
and DLP solutions, organisations can minimise
the risks involved and take a proactive approach
to their cyber defences.
Given the nature of the industry, financial
services organisations are a prime target for
cyber criminals. The temptation of personal
information and financial transactions for hackers
is never going to dwindle, so financial institutions
must prioritise cyber security, regularly assessing
risks, deploying innovative, human-led solutions
and educating workforces to provide the best
defence possible.
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ZURICH INTERNATIONAL GRANTED PERMISSION
FOR MAJOR SOLAR POWER PROJECT
BIGGEST PROJECT OF ITS TYPE ON THE ISLAND WILL PROVIDE
UP TO 70% OF ELECTRICITY FOR COMPANY’S IOM OFFICES
UNESCO Biosphere Isle of Man Partner Zurich International has been given
permission to go ahead with a major solar energy project which could provide
nearly three quarters of the electricity used at its Isle of Man HQ.

T

said: “Zurich has been a leader on sustainable
energy for several years, and our team here on
the Island have made a fantastic contribution
to Zurich’s global group strategy which has
sustainability at its core. This solar power project
represents a big step forward in the context
of Zurich International’s commitment to group
objectives. Now that we have permission to
go ahead we’re looking forward to seeing the
project progress towards the goal of it being
completed and operational by March 2022.”

he project is to install a solar panel car
port over an existing car park at Zurich
House which could provide up to 70%
of the building’s electricity, and power for other
purposes such as charging electric vehicles.
Local Planning Authority and Building Control
approval was granted recently.

The solar panels
project is being
jointly funded by
Zurich International
and the Zurich
Carbon fund which
is part of Zurich
Insurance Group’s
sustainability
commitment
Zurich International has chosen to work with
local business Ardern & Druggan to install
the latest photovoltaic cell technology with
the capacity to generate up to 200 kilowatts
(200,000 watts) of electricity. That power
output is equal to about 130 Mark Cavendishes
sprinting at full speed at the end of a Tour
de France stage! Or enough to power 2,000
100watt lightbulbs. The project could also help

Bruce Pearson, CEO, Zurich
International Life.
to allow Zurich House to be taken off-grid, which
will also help to play a key role in supporting
the Isle of Man Government’s Future Energy
Scenarios Strategy.

Daphne Caine MHK, Chair of the Climate
Change Transformation Board, said: “I am
delighted this proposal has come forward and
got the go-ahead. The Isle of Man celebrated
a major milestone this week when the Climate
Change Bill received Royal Assent, which
commits us to significant action on reducing
our carbon emissions and generating more of
our energy from renewable sources. Zurich’s
major commitment to harnessing renewable
energy and ensuring a sustainable future for
its Isle of Man headquarters will help us meet
those climate change goals. It is great to see a
business thinking in such a sustainable way and
I look forward to seeing it in operation in 2022.”

The solar panels project is being jointly funded
by Zurich International and the Zurich Carbon
fund which is part of Zurich Insurance Group’s
sustainability commitment. In 2019 Zurich
became the first insurer in the world to sign up
to the UN’s 1.5 Celsius Business Ambition. Since
then the Group has created a Sustainability
Leadership Council (SLC) and a 1.5 Task Force.
Bruce Pearson, CEO, Zurich International Life,

The solar power project aims to build on Zurich
International’s achievements to reduce waste
and save energy. That includes the opening
in 2018 of Zurich House – located at Isle of
Man Business Park – which is one of only
a handful of buildings on the Island that are
BREEAM accredited. BREEAM is the world’s
leading sustainability assessment method
for masterplanning projects. Zurich House is
the only building so far in the global Zurich
Insurance Group that’s been built to those
standards.
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EMOTIONAL AND LIVING
SKILLS PILOT PROGRAMME
RECEIVES SUPPORT FROM
MANX LOTTERY TRUST
Local charity Isle of Man Youth Motor Project has launched a 25-week programme supporting people
who have been involved in the justice system thanks to funding from the Manx Lottery Trust.

T

he new pilot scheme involves mentoring
sessions and provides access to a regular
and continued contact for emotional
security, support, and effective mediation.

currently act against their personal development.
This will enable them to make better choices and
be in an improved state of mind to benefit from
opportunities they will be able to create.

Isle of Man Youth Motor Project is using the
experience, skills and insights gained from
previous programmes to help neglected,
vulnerable and disconnected people understand
and cope with their issues and predicaments
with the goals of achieving better integration into
the local community and personal development.

‘The programme will offer people coping
strategies to deal with difficult times and reduce
tendencies to react inappropriately or illegally.
People will be helped to re-evaluate their own
potential and shown ways of integrating into the
community. It has been running for a few months
now and already has signs of success in helping
one of our clients into full time employment and
assisting him in making positive life-choices.

Peter Hodgson from Isle of Man Youth Motor
Project said: ‘People will be better prepared to
cope with new problems that arise or issues that

enabled us to launch this new pilot programme
and we are very appreciative for the support.’
Sarah Kelly, Chairman of Manx Lottery Trust, told
B365: ‘The work that Isle of Man Youth Motor
Project is doing to support people going through
challenging times is really important and we’re
pleased to support the charity in its efforts.’
This grant is from Manx Lottery Trust’s
Community Awards Programme. Manx Lottery
Trust has been delegated to distribute National
Lottery money that has come from The National
Lottery Community Fund. To find out more, head
to: www.mlt.org.im

‘The funding from the Manx Lottery Trust has

Positive diversionary activities include music studies
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BULLET-PROOFING SUPPLY CHAINS
TOP PRIORITY FOR MANUFACTURING
BOSSES IN 2022
 Two thirds of manufacturing leaders said they will focus on making their organisations’ supply chains
more resilient in 2022
 Supply crises listed as main reason for manufacturers to innovate business models this year
 Cloud, predictive analytics and Internet of Things are top tech investment priorities for manufacturers
in next 12 months

Strengthening supply chains is a priority for nearly two thirds (64%) of manufacturing pros,
according to research from the UK authority on advanced digital technology, Digital Catapult.

M

anufacturers also set out their digital
ambitions for the new year, as
advanced digital technology quickly
emerges as an answer to supply chain afflictions
- including businesses grappling with parts and
materials shortages, sudden factory shutdowns
and unfinished products, and consumers facing
long queues, late deliveries and even empty
shelves.
Manufacturing leaders selected supply chain
crises as the top reason why manufacturers
need to innovate their business models in 2022,
while over half (51%) said that building more
data-driven supply chains was the greatest
opportunity to make their organisation more
resilient and sustainable over the next 12
months.
The results were collated as 2021 came to a
close – a year which exposed shortcomings
in global supply chains and the wide-reaching
impact of continuous supply disruption rose to
the fore.
Tim Lawrence, Director of UK Digital Supply
Chains at Digital Catapult told B365: “Amongst
other factors, the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic
has made both industry and consumers keenly
aware of global supply chain inadequacies.
From empty shelves to petrol queues and driver
shortages, bosses from across all industries are
taking note that our brittle supply chains are
longer fit for purpose.
“It’s hardly surprising, therefore, that UK industrial
pros have highlighted overhauling supply chains
as a top strategic priority in 2022.
“Exploring how advanced digital technologies
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can facilitate the smooth flow of goods and
services will need to be top of the list in
2022, as manufacturers large and small make
data transparency, sharing vital insights and
predicting shocks their goal.”
Elsewhere, manufacturing leaders said their
primary motivating factors for manufacturing to
implement digital innovation initiatives across
their organisation are the prospect of reducing
operational costs (57%), growing their business
(54%), or becoming more competitive (51%).
The cloud, predictive analytics and Internet of
Things came out on top as priority technologies
for investment in 2022, while emerging industrial
technology applications such as immersive
(augmented/virtual reality) and Digital Twins sit in
the top 10:
Top 2022 investment priorities for
manufacturers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Cloud – 67%
oT – 61%
Predictive Analytics - 61%
Robotics - 56%
AI – 54%
5G – 54%
Blockchain – 51%
Digital Twins - 48 %
Additive Manufacturing – 46%
VR/AR – 44%

The findings are from a Digital Catapult survey
carried out amongst 100 UK manufacturing
leaders - director level and above - in November
2021.
In 2021, through its programmes Digital Catapult
collaborated with organisations to help them

share manage and share data more effectively
with technology - including work with industrial
giant Safran Landing Systems to develop a
dynamic scheduling system, which can provide
an intelligent rules based system capable of
reacting to changing customer demand - one of
the main drivers of supply issues.
The survey results come as Digital Catapult
prioritises stimulating advanced digital
technology innovation to help organisations
better manage their supply chains in 2022.
This includes:
•

publishing its report summarising its
contributions to KnowRisk - a programme
utilising advanced technologies to protect
against supply chain risks and disruption
across multiple industries

•

continuing to develop its Digital Supply
Chain Innovation Hubs initiative – a £20
million Made Smarter funded programme
to tackle challenges faced by the UK’s
manufacturing supply chains in the wake of
the pandemic

•

participating in the Digital Sandwich – a
programme creating a major new piece
of software allowing food and drinks
businesses to connect online to share
valuable data

Tim Lawrence added: “Manufacturing leaders
must absolutely look to digital to revamp their
supply chains as a priority this year. If they don’t,
the consequences are clear: they will miss out
on opportunities to address underlying risks,
avoid financial losses, and make strides in
resilience, sustainability, and efficiency.”

WHY BEING HACKED IS GOOD FOR YOUR
BUSINESS - HOW TO UTILISE ETHICAL
HACKING AND PENETRATION TESTING TO
BOOST YOUR CYBERSECURITY
Businesses are taking cybersecurity more seriously than ever. In 2021, executives ramped up
their cybersecurity spending in response to the explosion of cyber-attacks exploiting lockdown
remote working.

D

espite this, the frequency and severity
of security breaches has only increased,
with small to medium businesses in the
UK subject to an astonishing average of 10,000
attempted cyber-attacks a day. Successful
attacks breach sensitive data, and recovery
can result in severe financial losses, sometimes
millions of pounds, for affected businesses. So,
what is going wrong?
Cybersecurity experts agree that one of the
biggest issues is that businesses are not
spending their security budgets in the right
places.
Anthony Green, CTO of cybersecurity
consultants FoxTech, works to prevent cyberattacks, and helps companies who have
experienced a security breach: “What we are
seeing is that usually, IT strategies fail when
businesses don’t actually know what their
weaknesses are – or indeed don’t realise
they have any at all. Many companies believe
their networks are secure because they have
outsourced their IT or installed an anti-virus

package. Unfortunately, this is like going on
holiday and locking your front door, but leaving
all your windows wide open - traditional security
methods are not comprehensive, and hackers
can easily find and exploit your remaining
vulnerabilities.”

the best things you can do to prevent a real
hacker gaining access. Initially, companies can
find it hard to believe that hacking could ever
be ethical, let alone good for their business –
but it is the best way to find out exactly how
vulnerable your business is to an attack.”

This is where ethical hacking, also known as
penetration testing, comes in. Ethical hacking is
when an accredited cybersecurity consultancy
carries out a simulated cyber-attack against
your computer system. Penetration testers
can identify exploitable flaws in bespoke
software, carry out scenario testing to discover
how incidents, such as a compromised DMZ
host, impact on your security, and test your
businesses’ response capabilities to attack or
temporary vulnerability.

Once penetration testing has shown you where
your weak spots are, and what methods hackers
could use to exploit them, the next step is to
fix, secure and block these paths to access.
Most companies’ current IT protection plans
focus only on the last step – blocking access –
without necessarily knowing exactly where that
access is. Any kind of vulnerability assessment
like penetration testing provides an exciting
opportunity to find out if your business and
your data is properly protected from attack, and
should be seen as an essential aspect of any
good cybersecurity strategy.

Anthony told B365: “It’s impossible to take the
right cybersecurity actions without knowing
what your problems are. This is why penetration
testing really is crucial. Subjecting your IT
infrastructure to ethical hacking by someone
who isn’t going to steal your data is one of

Anthony Green, CTO, FoxTech
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SIX TIPS TO
FINANCIAL
FITNESS
IN 2022

1. Create a full overview of your spending
Start by getting a bigger picture of your current financial situation, with all
your outgoings in one place. This will help you to analyse where savings
can be made, create budgets, and spot any bad financial habits you
want to kick. With Curve you can consolidate your accounts and load all
of your cards into one, easy-to-use smart card, simplifying the way you
spend, removing the need to remember multiple pins and putting you in
full control of your money. You can access a full categorised breakdown
of your spending across multiple accounts, and load receipts for future
reference within the Curve app.
2. Make your money work harder
Make your money work harder in 2022 by earning cashback and bank
rewards. Many banks offer rewards for accounts and you can access
cashback from a range of retailers, to cover everything from bills,
groceries, beauty and lifestyle purchases and experiences. We offer
personalised cashback and enable you to stack rewards to ensure you’re
making your money work harder. Stacking rewards means you’re not
missing out on any extra money that could be earned from your everyday
spending.
3. Go back in time to free up cash flow
If you’ve accidentally paid on the wrong card, we empower people
to switch payments from one card to another up to 30 days after the
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payment was made. Whether your boiler breaks down, car needs repairing
or otherwise, going back in time can help to free up cash flow for any
unexpected payments.
4. Travel with financial ease
After a pandemic-fuelled two years, if you’re planning a big getaway this
year then make sure you travel with financial ease. Access fair exchange
rates on all your cards via Curve, avoid ATM fees, earn cashback when you
book your trip, and access real-time alerts to see what you’re spending in
both the local currency and your own.
5. Protect your accounts
The UK recently experienced record levels of bank fraud. Data from UK
Finance shows banks stopped scammers duping £736m out of account
holders in the first half of 2021 but the total amount stolen still increased
30% to £753.9m. Lock all debit and credit cards with a single swipe in the
Curve app and protect all your cards instantly.
6. Look to the future with crypto
Payments by cryptocurrency is fast becoming the future. Whatsapp is
already trialling payments via crypto and companies like Airbnb are
looking into the ability to pay through crypto. Make sure your accounts are
aligned with the future of finance. Curve already enables cryptocurrency
purchases from any linked debit or credit card, making crypto payments
easily accessible for everyone.

REVEALED: THE UK'S MOST
EMBARRASSING FIRST EMAIL
ADDRESSES!
 Whether it’s @aol.com, @hotmail.com, or even
@outlook.com, no one can forget their first
email address.

 A new report by Fasthosts uncovers the
most cringe-worthy first email addresses of
the nation and provides insight on creating a
professional email address.

During the early era of Internet messaging MSN messenger was the place to be for communication.
Of course, signing into this service required an email address. That’s how everyone at some point
in their lives has owned an email account poorly named, such as Discodolphin50@hotmail.co.uk,
honeymonster59@outlook.com, and Sexybee1981@yahoo.co.uk.

T

o celebrate the funniest, quirkiest, and,
let’s be honest, most embarrassing email
addresses, Fasthosts polled the nation to
reveal the best first email addresses in the UK.
Needless to say, the answers did not disappoint.
As seen in almost all of the responses, even
though most of us would now find their choice of
keywords questionable, it surely gives their adult
selves something to laugh at.
Here are the top 5 most cringe-worthy
responses
It’s most likely that users created their first
email address when they first discovered the
Internet. Back in the glory days of ‘nudging’ a
first email address was all about experimenting.
From showcasing your love for your favourite
animal to letting your online pen pals know
how much you resemble a fanfiction character
or simply rephrasing your name in a cool way
the possibilities for a first email address were
endless.
Based on our survey these email addresses
did not go unnoticed. Unfortunate, but
hilarious, nevertheless.
iamnotthequeen@yahoo.com
notyouagain@gmail.com
honeymonster59@outlook.com
Sexybee1981@yahoo.co.uk
Uglynose@btinternet.com
From taking care of virtual pets to having deep
conversations about your favourite movie with
strangers online, to even finding your very
first virtual crush, there was an important step
users needed to undergo before and this was
to create their first email address. Our survey
surfaced some seemingly wise choices for a
9-year old’s first email address and below you
can see some more embarrassing examples:
topgear1992@hotmail.co.uk
leannelovesmichael@gmail.com
Discodolphin50@hotmail.co.uk
foxyfleetwood@talktalk.net

neillovesyou@hotmail.co.uk
hamsternibbles@hotmail.com
lovelifetothefull@hotmail.com
hotpatoutie@hotmail.com
notyouagain@gmail.com
Satansteddybear@yahoo.co.uk
disco_inferno2k@hotmail.com
Happychappy@lineone.net
princess_of_mirkwood_1@hotmail.com
Lisatheangel@hotmail.com
honeymonster59@outlook.com
glitterboy@gmail.com
sexychichen88@hotmail.co.uk
Ilovedflorence@yahoo.com
youmustshutupnow@hotmail.com
Sexybee1981@yahoo.co.uk
iamnotthequeen@yahoo.com
hellno333@hotmail.com
Bigmac241@hotmail.com
goaway@gmail.com
demon74@gmail.com
Mindyourownbusiness@gmail.com
thedarkqueen2001@yahoo.co.uk
Uglynose@btinternet.com
passionfruit75@gmail.com
batmanandrobin@btinternet.com
Simple rules to choose a professional email
address
Your professional email address is a digital
introduction, so it has to work on your behalf to
appear trustworthy. After all, first impressions do
matter! A professional email address should be
memorable, short, simple, and representative.
Although most people know that they should
put a decent and representative email on their
resume, you would be surprised about how
many people don’t. As an example, if you are
a job candidate, you need to realize that your
resume probably will immediately end up on the
“no pile” if you have a weird or inappropriate
email address.
To make sure you come across in the right way,
consider using a dedicated branded email host

rather than a free one i.e., gmail.com. If the email
address belongs to a business what’s best is
to acquire a business domain. An email with a
Gmail suffix or any other email service suffix is
the mark of a freelancer or non-professional.
A professional business domain can build
familiarity with your brand by choosing your first
name followed by @domain.com or even your
full name.
Also, whilst crafting your business email
address avoid using numbers. If you have
to include numbers in the email address, try
not to use number sequences that may have
unprofessional correlations.
What’s more abbreviations, any prefix or suffix
should be avoided, and the length should be
kept short.
Commenting on the research, Michelle Stark,
sales and marketing director at Fasthosts told
B365:
“Before mobile phones were a thing when MSN
and ICQ were the only digital outlets for online
communication, an email handle provided a
unique insight into one's online and in real life
persona. As our research showed a personal
email address does say something about
its owner even if that is how much they love
Batman and Robin.
On the other hand, a professional email
address ensures that you and the business
you’re representing are to be taken seriously.
A successful email address can contribute
towards building a professional image, appear
trustworthy, and be used as a marketing tool, so
it is a serious decision to make.’’

You can find the full release on site here:
https://www.fasthosts.co.uk/blog/theimportance-of-a-professional-emailaddress/
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EXPERTISE NEEDED TO OPTIMISE
5G ANTENNA SELECTION
BY COLIN NEWMAN, DIRECTOR OF ANTENNA BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, QUECTEL

5G technology is bringing a plethora of benefits including improved throughput, decreased
latency and increased network capacity, which will in turn enable more devices to access the
internet. This will enable faster downloads of movies, other videos and of data of all kinds and will
provide an array of business and consumer benefits.

H

owever, for these benefits to be realised,
the underlying telecom networks and the
wireless products that use them need to
be optimised. To assure optimum performance
of wireless devices, the entire RF front end
design layout needs to be configured to deliver
the best 5G performance.
This means using the best antenna types as
well as the best design options. Off the shelf
antennas can often be used for many types of
these designs and there are a variety of antenna
types to consider.
Among antennas in common use today are laser
direct structuring (LDS) and liquid crystal polymer
(LCP) antennas, tuneable antennas and devices
that are designed to accommodate multiple
antennas, such as for MIMO or beamforming
solutions.
Different antennas offer different attributes. Any
antenna that is used needs to be paired with
the right module for the antenna type to ensure
good performance and smooth integration.
Multiple antenna arrangements enable greater
throughput across different protocols. The
typical 5G antenna setup is complex, so wireless
device designers should work with module
and antenna suppliers that are knowledgeable
across all antenna types to ensure that they
interact as expected and are backed by
engineering support services that can optimise
the 5G performance for their customers.
Expert vendors will also help with various
antenna array design challenges as well as
with the complexities that can arise from newer
technologies such as 5G mmWave. Antenna
position is critical to optimise performance and

is a key consideration that should be addressed
at the very early stage of the architecture.
Addressing it after the design gets underway
can lead to additional costs and delays, hurting
revenues and time to market.

Custom antenna: A custom antenna addresses
mechanical constraints and performance and
can be molded to fit the product, enabling it to
be placed where a standard antenna would not
be an option.

Similarly, there are several other design
elements that should be addressed when
designing devices with antennas for the best
5G performance. Among them are: Whether to
use metal or plastic enclosures; the proximity of
batteries, LCDs, connectors, shield cans and any
other components containing metal; the size,
position and orientation of the printed circuit
board, any noisy components that can cause
interference, other antennas sharing a similar
frequency and the location of the device, just to
name a few.

Customised antenna technologies include LDS,
which is the prevailing antenna manufacturing
technology on the market and offers high
design flexibility with surface mount technology
(SMT) component integration possible.
Advantages here include the ability to etch an
antenna pattern on either a plastic carrier, or the
underside of the product housing, but this can
be more expensive than flexible printed circuit
(FPC) or sheet metal technology and double
curved surface designs are not possible. FPC
is an alternative option, sometimes using spring
contacts for ease of assembly. However, FPC
can offer limited layout complexity, with a cost
between sheet metal and LDS.

Antennas can be broadly categorised into four
major types:
External antenna with cable: This type of
antenna tends to offer excellent performance
with the lowest risk. This type of antenna
implementation is well known and tested. The
antenna is situated far away from other system
electronics, minimising the risk of any proximity
issues.
Terminal antenna: Such an antenna also offers
known, tested performance as well as low risk. A
terminal antenna is usually the best choice for a
low signal area, such as a basement.
Embedded Flex/PCB, SMD antenna: This type
of antenna is more complex to configure for
optimal performance and has higher risk but
offers the benefit of low cost. With its surface
mount design (SMD), this type of antenna is ideal
for high-volume deployments.

Sheet metal is the most flexible 3D antenna
manufacturing technology with antenna volume
and RF performance improvements possible.
The technology offers lower antenna cost but
the tooling charge is greater than for FPC or
LDS.
With so many different types of antennas,
components and configuration considerations,
the technology is not something to buy, plug in,
turn on and it’s ready to use. To operate at all,
and certainly to operate to its maximum capacity
and provide optimal performance, antenna
technologies should be selected carefully for
their intended uses and locations.

To assure optimum
performance of
wireless devices, the
entire RF front end
design layout needs
to be configured to
deliver the best 5G
performance
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Backing those
with drive and
range
Based on the Isle of Man for 40 years,
IFGL looks forward to sponsoring
local talent and causes for
many more years to come.

Sponsoring
Tom Gandy
since 2019

Proudly supporting:
Golfer Tom Gandy | Manx Solidarity Fund | Distance runner Ollie Lockley | Cyclist Matt Bostock |
Extraordinary Islanders | Viking longboats | Distinguished Gentleman | Race walker Erika Kelly | Isle of Man TT |
Sailor Peter Cope | Isle of Man Cycle League | And many more
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There’s an
iPhone just for you.
Get an iPhone 13 with
15GB 4G data from £57 per month*
*Price shown for iPhone 13 mini 128GB on
Smart 15GB tariff. Terms and conditions apply.
See manxtelecom.com/mobile for more information.
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